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03 January 2019
Dear Colleagues,
I’d like to begin this, the second MTEA Journal of Musical Theatre, with gratitude.
As the year comes to an end and I reflect on what musical theatre means to me,
I am overwhelmed with how fortunate I am to have spent my life doing what I
love and preparing the next generation of artists to go forth and pursue their
dreams. Furthermore, I am eternally grateful to have had great mentors along my
entire journey; from the professors at Penn State who always supported me as I
discovered who I was and where I belonged in the industry, to the first generation
of Musical Theatre Educators’ Alliance, who welcomed me into the fold, gave me a
voice, and empowered me to contribute to this incredible organization.

MUSICAL THEATRE ARTISTS HAVE THE POWER TO
MAKE A SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO SOCIETY.
This year, I’m particularly grateful to all of the new colleagues who stepped up
in one capacity or another in 2018 to position MTEA for continued growth and
expansion of service to our field.

This journal is one example of the many new initiatives that are helping MTEA
step forth as the leading resource for all things related to musical theatre in higher
ed. I look forward to 2019 and all we can achieve together. I’d like to offer my
congratulations to everyone reading this journal. You have made a commitment to
educate and inspire young artists, and for that you should be very proud.
With so much instability in the world, musical theatre artists have the power
to make a significant contribution to society. I think it’s needed more now than
ever before. So congratulations on that student who is living his/her/their dream
in a Broadway production, a national or international tour, a regional theatre, a
cruise ship, or a theme park. Congratulations on that student who has decided to
pursue an advanced degree, whether that be in theatre or some other discipline.
Congratulations on helping that student get through some personal struggles,
for being a shoulder to cry on or for guiding them to proper mental health
professionals. Congratulations on providing a safe place for all of your students to
risk, fail, and grow.
I wish you all the best for 2019 and I hope to see continued collaboration
opportunities with all of you in the future.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Flom
President, Musical Theatre Educators' Alliance
4
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AN AMERICAN HERO: A WORLD WAR II MUSICAL | 2018
Southeast Missouri State University
The Dobbins Conservatory of Theatre & Dance
Book by Kenneth L. Stilson
Music & Lyrics by Cody Cole
Orchestrations by Steven Sensenig
Photo courtesy of Southeast Missouri State University

SWEET CHARITY | 2018
The Hartt School, University of Hartford
Directed by Alan Rust
Choreographed by Ralph Perkins
Photo by Larry Rowe

LETTER FROM THE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Recently, I was encouraging someone new to academia to join MTEA. This is your tribe,
I said. You'll see.
The MTEA community is generous. Whatever you may think about social media,
it's a miraculous experience to post a question on the MTEA Facebook page and
immediately receive detailed, helpful responses from people who, like me, teach in
higher ed. Questions about curriculum, rehearsal hours, staffing, and more: people
have answered my questions, and I have answered theirs. As the Editor of this journal,
I was particularly grateful when a call for photos was answered within days; a request
for book reviews within hours. Thank you.
I am struck by this generosity and our members' sincere desire to help. And I believe
that sharing—not competition—is the truth of our community, no matter how many of
those Top Ten lists of "the best MT programs" get published. (Can we agree that those
lists are dubious?)

I BELIEVE THAT SHARING—NOT COMPETITION—IS
THE TRUTH OF OUR COMMUNITY.

Now, I'm asking you to consider how you might contribute: whether by writing an
article, attending our conferences, participating in a thought-group, or proposing a
committee. Because there are things that need our attention. Just this past year, our
members began to re-imagine Unifieds. The increase in MT programs across the US
means that it's probably time to revisit the idea of MT accreditation. And promoting
diversity among our students and faculty is more critical than ever.
Addressing these issues will take
more than a Facebook post, but
the energy and vitality of MTEA
members cannot be denied. Two
years ago, there was no journal, and
now you are reading the second
issue. Consider the future of MTEA
and how you would like to be a part
of it.
Your tribe needs you.

Tracey Moore
Editor-in-Chief
6
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COACH'S
CORNER

PREPARING SHEET MUSIC FOR
AUDITIONS
A singing audition is like a dance partnership:
the more you understand what your partner
needs, the more likely they will be in step with
By John Pike
you—even if you have never met them before.

In an audition, the accompanist is the singer's
dance partner. They want to provide the best
musical support possible, but that can be
challenging if sheet music is not well-prepared.
Here are some common-sense guidelines to help
your students prepare for this critical partnership and
a successful audition.
WHAT'S ON THE PAGE (AND WHAT'S NOT)
Ensure that your sheet music is complete. Even if
your music is a cut, include the title, composer/lyricist
names, and all key and time signature information at
the beginning of your music. If a pianist recognizes
the song or composer, this cuts down on the need to
explain your music.
Many times, singers are confused when the piano
accompaniment does not sound like the cast
recording. If you want a song arranged like the cast
album, make sure the music is marked like that.
Before you take music to any audition, have someone
play the accompaniment for you so you know what
to expect.

SPRING AWAKENING | 2018
Fullerton College
Directed by Tim Espinosa
Choreographed by Haley Izurieta
Photo courtesy of Fullerton College
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If music has been photocopied, make sure that it is
not missing the bass line (the bass clef staff at the
bottom of the page), or the brackets that link the
piano staves on the left side of the page. If you're
using a photocopy, every page of the music should be
“squared up” and not on an angle. If you are enlarging
or reducing the sheet music copy, all pages should
be the same size. (Note: Don't make your music too
small!)
Make sure that your printer or copier has enough
ink. A faint photocopy is unacceptable, as is a tenthgeneration photocopy. Some older, hard-to-find
music may be a copy-of-a-fax-copy, which is very hard
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CUTTING YOUR MUSIC
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Auditions frequently call for 32-, 16-, or even 8-bar versions of songs. Complicated
cuts can make your music hard to follow, no matter how well you explain them.
Although it takes time, it is not hard to edit PDFs on a Mac using (free) Preview,
Screenshot, and FormulatePro software. The result will be a clean, readable song cut.
Here is a link to a video showing how to do this: https://youtu.be/eYSnlMBvwPc
If you have access to a copier, you can prepare your music with scissors, tape,
and paper. Start by making a photocopy (or two) of your entire song, and then
begin cutting and pasting to achieve the version you desire. Put blank paper over
unnecessary bars so the pianist will not accidentally play them. When you are finished,
make a final, clean copy of the music.
When cutting bars between two sections, make sure the key and time signatures are
the same in the measures before and after your cut. You cannot simply cut measures
and hope that the sections will match or assume that the accompanist will be able to
fix it.
Designate a specific and logical ending to your song if it’s not in the printed music so
that the pianist stops at the correct point and in the right key. Get rid of what you
don’t need: if there are multiple endings, cross out alternate ones you are not using.

to read. Invest in your audition by going to one of the many sheet music websites and
purchasing a clean version of your song. There is an additional advantage: You can
get your song in the key you want. If your song is no longer in print, there are many
musicians who will rewrite your music using Finale or another music notation software
for a reasonable fee.
A pianist will often refer to lyrics in order to follow you, especially if they have never
heard the song or if you are taking significant melodic liberties. When the words out
of your mouth don’t match what’s on the page, that can be problematic. Therefore,
if you sing different lyrics, write them in legibly, and cross out any lyrics you are not
using.

Your final version should eliminate as many page turns as possible. Start your copy
with two pages open so that there is no need for a page turn until page three.
That gets things off to a good start. The correct time to turn a page is when it will
interrupt the accompaniment the least. If you don’t play the piano, look for a page
with few notes in the final measure. (A single chord or a blank bar is the best!)
However, if your song changes key, time signature, or tempo at the top of page three,
this would not be a good place for a turn as your pianist would have a big surprise
immediately upon turning the page. In that case, start with page one facing the pianist,
and then have them turn to reveal pages two and three.
Always have page turns moving forward (right to left). Never ask the pianist to turn
backwards. Just because a song was published that way does not make it workable
in the audition room. Generally, if you copy your music from the original piano/
conductor score, page turns won’t be a problem. Vocal selection books are the
primary offenders since publishers reduce the number of pages to save on printing
costs.
If you have made substantial cuts, it's always a good idea to have someone to play the
cut version prior to your audition to be sure it works.

Make sure that both your beginning (will you be using an intro? a bell tone?) and your
ending are clear, simple, and clearly marked. This will help you get off on the right
foot, and finish strong.

10
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AUDITION PIANISTS HAVE ALMOST
COME TO BLOWS OVER WHETHER
PLASTIC SHEET PROTECTORS OR
PLAIN PAPER ARE PREFERRED FOR
AUDITION BOOKS.
MARKING YOUR MUSIC
Know the basic markings: fermatas, caesuras, rubato, repeats or vamps, and write
them in.
Fermatas / Caesuras If you hold a note longer than its written value, draw a “bird’s
eye” over the note. If you pause, or want the pianist to completely stop before you
continue, use two slashes (called a caesura or “Railroad tracks”).
Rubato means that you are not following an even tempo, but are taking liberties. In
this case, you want the pianist to follow you. So, be sure to indicate where the rubato
stops and the regular tempo starts.
Vamps are also called safeties. If you have a specific number of vamps in mind before
beginning to sing, you should mark that number (e.g. 2x meaning two times, 3x
meaning three times, etc.). Otherwise, the pianist will assume “vamp until ready.”
PRESENTING YOUR MUSIC

Broken rings snag and rip pages. They also make the book less stable and music can
fall out. The best fix is a new binder.
Staples
Staples are an absolute NO. If you have used staples to make your music "two sided,"
the pianist could cut their fingers as they turn pages. Also, stapled pages will not turn
in a binder and will have to be taken apart. This wastes valuable audition time.
Audition pianists have almost come to blows over whether plastic sheet protectors or
plain paper are preferred for audition books. There are advantages and disadvantages
to both:
Plastic

Paper

Pro: keeps your music clean and pages
usually turn easier than paper.

Pro: Last-minute markings can be
made without pulling your book apart.

Con: Can reflect light making the
music hard to read in certain audition
rooms.

Con: Pages could rip if the pianist
makes a quick page turn.

Con: Is not conducive to making lastminute markings on your music for
the pianist.

Con: Frequent handling of pages can
leave them smudged or bent.

Purchase an appropriately sized three-ring binder to accommodate the amount of
music you have in your rep book. It should lay flat against the piano without having
to be forced back (many cheap plastic binders are flimsy and will not stay open). The
pianist’s full attention should be on what they are playing—not on whether your book
is stable.

If you three-hole punch your music, it can be kept inside or outside of sheet
protectors. You may be able to learn the pianist’s preference while waiting in line to
audition, and adjust.

Often actors bring in binders that need some spring cleaning. Keep your audition
book lean and mean by removing songs you are no longer using. Many actors keep
two books (one large and one small), and move music back and forth between them.
If your book is very full, don’t place the song you are auditioning with at the very
beginning of your binder. Place it in the middle so that the pages will turn more easily.

Many audition pianists do not transpose on sight; it’s never been an absolute
requirement of the job. Your sheet music should be in the key you need. If you
can’t find the song online in your key, then consider asking someone to create an
appropriate transposition for you. If your pianist is willing to transpose on the spot,
understand that your audition may not go perfectly.

You should immediately address the following:

Realize, also, that a piano is not an orchestra. That crazy clarinet solo that backs up
the vocalist on the cast album won’t happen at piano audition. Many contemporary
or pop musicals were written “guitar-specific.” Therefore, even if the pianist is using
the score or vocal selections, the written piano accompaniment won't sound like what
you are used to hearing. Prepare for this by having someone play the accompaniment
for you, prior to your audition.

Loose Pages
Whether due to ripped hole punches or photocopies long past their prime, this is an
easy fix: use hole-reinforcements or re-photocopy the page.

12
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A good musical theatre pianist will be familiar with basic repertoire, but even that is
constantly growing and changing. A pianist may know Pippin from the 1972 original
but not the stylistic changes made for the 2012 revival. In order to support you more
fully, the pianist may ask you for information about the song or your interpretation of
it. Knowing who wrote the music and lyrics, knowing what show it is from, the original
dramatic context, and the name of the character who sang the song should make you
able to handle any questions. If you are auditioning with a pop song, know the original
artist or who wrote and performed it as well as the period in which it was written.
ETIQUETTE
Audition pianists often sit and play for hours. They will appreciate it if you treat them
with courtesy and professionalism. Here are some general tips:
Respect the pianist's personal space. When you approach the piano, be aware that
you are entering someone else’s domain. Don’t crowd the pianist or push your music
toward them. Don't touch the pianist, and remember that the piano is a musical
instrument. Treat it with care.
Be considerate. Have your book open, marked, or put your audition song in front of
your book so that you can easily find your music without flipping through pages in
front of the pianist. If the pianist immediately looks at your book or turns a page, give
them a moment to take in your song before starting to talk. Consider limiting your
perfume or cologne, and if you are prone to a nervous stomach, have a mint before
your audition so your breath is fresh.
Instructions should be brief. Because you'll be nervous at an audition and have a
tendency to rush or forget things, practice your instructions at home. Pick one or two
important items you wish to communicate and let them sink in. If your music is wellmarked, you shouldn't need to explain too much. And, if the song is well-known, you
only need to point out what's unusual about your interpretation.
If a song is well-known and you are using the show tempo, you may not need to give
tempo. If you do want to give tempo instructions, either sing a portion of the song
that is in steady rhythm (not rubato, swung, or triplets) or tap or gently slap your
chest or thigh, in an even, non-aggressive manner. Do not snap your fingers. Nerves
and adrenaline can lead you to give a faster tempo than intended. Therefore, always
take a deep breath and feel the beat internally before giving your pianist the tempo.
Above all, be polite. Saying please and thank you is professional and always
appreciated.
There you have it! You have prepared your music and communicated your needs to
your pianist-partner. Now, take the lead with your voice, and perform with specificity
and confidence. Good theatre pianists want you to succeed in your audition. And by
having acted kindly with both your music preparation and etiquette, your partnership
will get off on the right foot.
14
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HAPPY END | 2018
University of Southern California
School of Dramatic Arts
Directed by Stephanie Shroyer
Music Directed by Parmer Fuller
Photo by Craig Schwartz
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Music Theory
Training for
the Musical
Theatre
Student

LA CAGE AUX FOLLES | 2015
University of Oklahoma
Weitzenhoffer School of Musical Theatre
Directed by Shawn Churchman
Choreographed by Lyn Cramer
Photo courtesy of University of Oklahoma

DECIPHERING
THE BROADWAY
COMPOSER FOR
THE ACTOR
By Mitchell Hanlon

As more college musical theatre programs flourish and begin to offer music training
from faculty within the theater department, the need has arisen to identify exactly
what music theory training a musical theatre performer requires. It’s time to elucidate
the goals of such a class and get specific with how to achieve them. This article will do
both, giving detailed examples from an actual music theory lesson designed with the
musical theatre (MT) performer in mind.
OVERVIEW
While it is always advisable for any performer to have instrumental skill or music
training as part of their résumé, the reality is that few students entering MT programs
are well trained musicians. The crowded curriculum of any comprehensive musical
theatre program necessitates compact, practical skill development in music that
directly relates to the music competencies needed by the MT performer.
In larger schools and universities, music theory training often falls to faculty in the
music department, where many MT students may feel at a disadvantage to the music
majors who already have years of music-reading experience. This is not the ideal
learning environment for MT students. Further, the skills and knowledge required for
music careers are not the same as those needed by MT performers. This is why many
programs are now opting to bring trained musicians on faculty within musical theatre
programs not only to music direct or teach voice, but to teach music theory and aural
skills.
Often this theory class might be called simply "sight-singing for MT majors," but I
disagree that the main requirement of music training for performers is to learn to
sing printed music on sight. Strong sight-reading skills take years of practice for most
to achieve a useful competence. Sight-singing is evidence of proficiency at reading a
printed melody: the real goal is to learn music quickly, not the skill of sight-reading
itself. For those many students who are better at auditory learning of a melody, they
need to develop the aptitude to learn melodies or parts quickly and solidly by ear.
Rapid learning of the singing part allows the performer to concentrate sooner on
choreography, acting, and so on. This is more valuable than simply seeing the melody
on the page and singing it pitch-perfectly. I never test students by having them sightsing unprepared material chiefly because in most professional callbacks they will
not experience this. Instead, they will be sent song material to prepare before the
audition. Broadway and national tour auditions now often send a digital package that
includes the printed music and often recordings for learning the song. Sometimes
there is only a short time to learn the new material, but "cold reading" a new song is
rarely expected.

Instructional Resource for the Musical Theatre Student Studying Music Theory, it offers
three chapters of what will be a future textbook. And finally there is the upcoming
book by Christine Riley entitled Music Fundamentals for Musical Theatre scheduled for
2020 publication with Methuen Drama. From her cogent introduction, it seems Ms.
Riley’s materials will be right on target with this article and very useful.
I began teaching music theory in a BFA music theatre program in 2005, so I had
to develop my own lessons and course curriculum. In the following, I will explicate
my goals for the curriculum of music training for musical theatre students, and give
examples of strategies and lessons that achieve what I believe are the essential
objectives.
GOALS
In my experience, these are the practical music training goals for the musical theatre
performer:
• To be able to sing in tune, quickly learning and holding a melody or vocal part,
and be able to find/follow their part in printed music.
• To be able to talk to a pianist or music director using standard music
vocabulary.
• To develop a professional work ethic and understand standard workplace
expectations for music rehearsals and, ultimately, performance.
• To know how a composer communicates through the written music, and to
understand how terms and symbols on the page reveal emotional content of a
song.

There are few books to aid in teaching theory specifically for MT. The list begins
in 2008 with John Bell’s Music Theory for Musical Theatre, a brief textbook with
just a few pages of workbook exercises. In 2015, John Franceschina authored the
Oxford Press publication Music Theory Through Musical Theatre: Putting It Together.
In this very volume of this journal, Andrew Gerle’s new Music Essentials for Singers
and Actors (2018) is reviewed. This year also saw the first doctoral thesis on the
subject presented by Justin Cowan. Entitled Musicianship for Musical Theatre: A New
18
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IT IS IMPORTANT
TO EMPHASIZE THE
SKILL "OVERLAP"
TO STUDENTS SO
THEY WILL BEGIN
TO INTEGRATE
FOR THEMSELVES.
WHEN STUDENTS
ARE LEARNING
TO PLAY A NEW
MELODY ON THE
PIANO, THEY ARE
ALSO BUILDING
RHYTHMIC
READING SKILLS.

This last point is significant, and is the element frequently missing from theory classes
offered by traditional music departments. Theatre composers understand dramatic
impetus and how to use music to support that. Good theatre composers convey their
ideas on character, goals, subtext, and action of the play through the music. Unlike
stage directions in a libretto, the MT performer must intuit the dramatic content from
musical content as well as the Italian terms and symbols the composer utilizes. Getting
actors to recognize the musical language Broadway composers use to communicate
should be at the heart of theory and music training. We should not just teach music
skills for music’s sake.
CURRICULUM
I have found that the best way to accomplish these goals is to use a multi-tiered
approach when building the lessons. Lesson plans will include melodies played both
on the piano and sung as well as music vocabulary study, rhythm practice, interval
and ear training, keyboard skills, and other general theory concepts. For reference, my
university class is 75-minute sessions twice each week for fifteen weeks. Students are
required to bring a small portable keyboard (like the Cassio SA-76) to class each day.
It is important to emphasize the skill "overlap" to students so they will begin to
integrate for themselves. When students are learning to play a new melody on the
piano, they are also building rhythmic reading skills. When they sing the melodies they
just learned to play, they are practicing intervals, tonal memory, and pitch security. A
good example of synthesis of theory concepts is having students find their first sung
note from the accompaniment. This essential MT competency calls for note reading

P08

skills in both clefs, tonal memory of a pitch
heard during the piano intro, or using interval
training to find the proper starting pitch from
either the last note of the accompaniment or
bass note.

A large part of specifying the curriculum for MT
students is describing a routine music symbol,
word, or concept in the greater terms of what
it means to the actor. That's one reason why
it is important to use material from Broadway
and American standard songs: it enhances the
utility for the student. Any term affecting the
choices of meter, key, range, dynamics, rhythm
and pitch are a part of the expressive language
used by the music theatre composer. Consider
a fermata: It’s not enough to explain that the
symbol means to hold the note longer than
the printed value. The MT student should be
alert to enquiring why the music is extended
at this moment. The composer put a fermata
on that exact word on that specific pitch for
a reason, but that reason is not supplied. It
must be intuited. Is there something keeping
the character from revealing the next thought?
Or does the character playfully toy with expectations before going on? Is love
swelling at the moment, or does something fearful keep the singer from advancing?
In performance class and voice lessons, the student learns how to accomplish these
differences, but theory training begins with looking for clues in the music from the
composer. So the logic is that anytime things change in music—the key raises, the
tempo slows, the dynamic shifts—means there is something changing in the character
or the scene. Being sensitive to and alert for emotional clues in the music is another
way in which musical theatre theory training differs from standard music theory.
What follows is a brief outline of curriculum for the first half of a semester, followed
by a very detailed lesson that would occur on or about week twelve (assuming a
fourteen or fifteen week semester).
Week One
• Note and rest rhythmic values
• Note reading in both clefs (half and whole steps as well as flat and sharp
accidentals)
• At the keyboard: play 5-note scales ending with both an arpeggiated
and block major triad in C, G and F, both hands, memorized
(This shorter scale fits under the hand of the piano beginner, and
reinforces the major triad and key signatures while being useful—and
recognizable—as a traditional vocal warm-up.)
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Week Two
• Beginning rhythmic work using clapping and counting
• Dynamic terms
• At the keyboard: All sharp key 5-note scales are
memorized
• Played and Sung: Easy song melodies (Examples:
"On the Street Where You Live" or "I Could Write
a Book" (All lessons from now on will have song
melodies to learn to play and sing for each class,
along with all other homework.)

Week Seven
• Full review of concepts and terms for the midterm
• More practice on aural and written recognition of
intervals
Week Eight: Midterm
• Day 1: Written Test on terms, note reading, visual
and aural recognition of intervals
• Day 2: Practical Test; individual appointments
performing rhythms, playing 5-note scales, playing
then singing of assigned melodies

Week Three
• Quiz on Dynamic terms
• Using the scale tones to sing simple diatonic
melodies, beginning sight-singing concepts are
presented along with a rubric of tactics including preanalysis, pre-reading of lyrics and singing a warm-up
scale in the key.
• Ear training in class to recognize 2nd and 3rd
intervals
• At the keyboard: melodies with harder rhythms and
key signatures

After the midterm, new concepts include (partial list)
• Compound time signatures and 6/8 melodies , triplet
rhythms
• Dictionary of music terminology
• Ear training and written work on 6ths, 7ths, and
octaves
• Full octave scales memorized in all keys
• Synthesis of knowledge and efficient learning
strategies

Week Four
• Written work for building major and minor 2nd and
3rd intervals
• Tempo terms are presented
• Rhythmic exercises counting and clapping sixteenth
notes
• At the keyboard: All flat key 5-note scales are
memorized

Sample Lesson
The following describes a class session in more detail. This
particular lesson would occur on or about week twelve.
Depending on the skill level of your students, this lesson
could be expanded into two class periods.
1. The class starts with a quiz grading each student on
playing an octave scale at the keyboard prepared for
either hand. This would be full octave scales, memorized
(the seven sharp keys only; the flat keys will be a different
assignment). Each student plays a requested (random) scale
for the class. Playing octave scales at the keyboard helps
the students reinforce the memorization of key signatures,
improves piano playing coordination, and is connected to
vocal warm ups. (10 minutes)

Week Five
• Quiz on all major key signatures
• At home listening exercises begin with 2nds and
3rd intervals (recorded piano intervals for aural
recognition and singing practice)
• At the keyboard: Songs using sixteenth-note rhythms
Week Six
• Quiz on tempo terms
• Listening exercises for perfect 4th and 5th and the
tritone
• Simple chord progressions are introduced in class
and students learn to accompany themselves with I,
IV, V triads on "Those Magic Changes" from Grease
22
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2. In the previous class meeting there was a quiz on music
terms beginning with letters D – L from an alphabetized
dictionary of 175 music terms with a brief description of
each. This day, I return those graded quizzes and begin to
present the terms beginning with letters M – Q, explaining
at times the subtleties of the terms the MT actor needs
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to know that are not in the short description. This is in preparation for the next
vocabulary quiz a week from now. (15 minutes)

"I got the Sun in the Morning and the Moon at Night," by Irving Berlin
(Beginning with the lyric "Got no diamond.")

3. Next the students present the homework they have prepared. Besides the scales
preparation, the students have learned the first verse of the song "Fifty Percent" from
Ballroom, reinforcing the study of triplets. The homework required students to play
the melody from the piano vocal sheet music at the keyboard. They also are required
to sing the melody securely, a cappella. We start with everyone playing the song
slowly in unison since it is in the key of Db major which can cause problems. I spot
check a few individuals, asking them to play a phrase. As the individual student plays
the line, I ask a second student, “How did they do?” This keeps everyone engaged
and informs me of the second student’s perception and aural recognition. Finally, we
sing the song, sometimes individually, sometimes by row, or groups. Often I play the
piano accompaniment for a first brave soloist.
(15 minutes)

Basic Sight Reading Concepts
Before singing, take notice of how many features repeat in this Berlin melody. The
opening four pitches appear in the same order and rhythm in the next two bars. Then
the last part of the opening phrase is simply scale movement, making it rather easy to
sing (as opposed to random jumps.) Also, the second phrase of the melody (measures
9-16) are an exact repeat of measures 1-8, cutting the amount to learn in half.

STUDENTS MUST
PLAY THEIR
HOMEWORK
ANSWERS TO
SELF-CHECK
THEM AURALLY,
THEN SING THE
ANSWERS TO
REINFORCE THEIR
PERFORMANCE
SKILLS.

4. The theory concept for this lesson is
augmented and diminished intervals (all sizes).
This allows a review of major, minor and
perfect intervals and their sizes . Homework is
constructed so the student must first recognize
the interval, then figure out how much it should
change to become the requested interval. This
is written work to be turned in at the next class.
(10 minutes)

5. The homework includes a worksheet that is
a review and practice of Major and minor 6ths,
recognizing and building them on the page. This
reinforces the listening unit done two weeks
earlier teaching aural recognition and ability
to sing 6ths. I remind the class that sixths are
an important harmonic interval, and therefore
deserve substantial attention and practice.
Students must play their homework answers
to self-check them aurally, then sing the answers to reinforce their performance skills.
The written work will be turned in at the next class. (5 minutes)
6. Lastly, I present the songs being studied as homework for next class. What
follows is a summary of how I introduce the two songs. (The conversation flows
more naturally and is not broken up into the categories used here to illustrate.) The
students receive a single-sided page that has the fake book song edition (single line
melody with words) along with written instructions to learn the song first and then
apply transposition in a described manner. Transposition is not part of every song
lesson. It is being developed in tandem with today’s song performance assignments.
(20 minutes)
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Music Theory
To begin to sight-read the melody, notice that throughout the excerpt there are no
accidentals which means the notes come from the scale of G major, and we can sing
using scale tone numbers. Since we are in the key of G, every G is 1, A is 2 and so on.
The opening measure is 5 – 7 – 1 – 1, 5 – 7 – 1, etc., using the scale tone numbers.
Music Terminology
After you’ve tried the pitches and the rhythms slowly, now notice the tempo marking
moderate jump tempo. The term “jump tempo” means it is a song that moves along
quickly and swings. Swinging means the eighth notes are not the normal even rhythm
eighth-notes. They swing with a long-short, long-short pattern (roughly like a quarter
note and an eighth note combo in a compound time signature) as you count the “oneand, two-and, three-and, four-and” division of the beat. This should definitely affect
measures 4 and 5, where you will perform the swinging eighths in the long-short
pattern. It also makes the song sound like we are accustomed to hearing it, and a bit
more fun.
If you need to play the pitches to get them securely, concentrate on the opening four
pitches and their rhythm since they repeat so many times (D, F#, G, G). Then jump to
measures 4-6 and play those pitches until you are securely hearing it. Sing the first eight
bars many times until you can do it securely in the right jump rhythm.
Homework
Once you’ve learned the melody strongly, try starting on a lower note. If we lower the
song from G to Eb, all notes come down by a major 3rd (four half steps). This makes the
highest note only a Bb, not a D, which for the women will be a welcome change since
most women can sing a Bb still connected solidly to the chest voice. Tenors may prefer
the written key, but baritones will possibly find the lowered key more comfortable. All
will be asked to sing the song in the transposed key, but not to play it on the piano.
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RENASCENCE | 2018
Transport Group
Music by Carmel Dean
Book by Dick Scanlan
Lyrics from the poems of Edna St. Vincent Millay
Directed by Jack Cummings III & Dick Scanlan

"I Enjoy Being a Girl," by Rodgers and Hammerstein
Basic Sight-reading Concepts
Observe that there are four phrases that are each four bars long, a very typical
Rodgers & Hammerstein writing convention. Also the first phrase and the third
phrase have exactly the same rhythm, notably the rest on the downbeat of the third
bar, which creates syncopation, an accented note on a usually weak beat.
Music Theory
The rhythms are simple: quarter notes or higher values. You can learn the rhythm as
if it were in common time (4/4), even though it is written in cut time (2/2). You will
eventually speed up the song to count just the two half notes per measure. Say the
words in the correct rhythm before you even play or sing the pitches.
Terminology
Notice the instruction “8va lower throughout.” It is a common convention to write a
melody in one octave, but the singer sings it in their comfortable octave. This is good
practice for reading ledger lines.
Homework
The instructions read: “Based on the highest (or lowest) notes in the song, find the
key that is most comfortable for you. Be prepared to sing it in class and know which
key you like best.” A discussion of the uses of transposition follows. It is a practical
necessity for MT performers to learn not only their range, but also which notes

are most comfortable for them. This is vital when the opportunity to change key
exists (e.g., when buying a song from an online source), or when creating a cabaret
performance.
CONCLUSION
Juggling a mixture of topics allows for more reappearance/reinforcement of important
subject matter. Repetition is crucial for attaining music-reading skills. As often as
possible, the teacher should highlight particularly useful information for the musical
theatre performer and point out the practical applications of these skills, especially
when it involves how the composer communicates to the actor. The educator’s art
is knowing when to press for more homework time or when to notice that an entire
class is having trouble and allow for more explanation and repetition during class.
Keeping all the students motivated, from those who have had some music training to
the scared beginners, is another facet of our art.
Finally, do not underestimate the importance of salesmanship! For any required
curriculum like music theory, part of the job is educating students about why these
skills are important. If students understand that they will be more employable, betterprepared performers if they can achieve the course goals, they will more willingly
invest the time necessary to build musicianship. So keep reminding students, and
keep praising them as they accomplish small steps forward. Utility of the material and
investment by the student are the exact arguments for tailoring music theory study to
the needs of musical theatre students, and for bringing theory courses under the aegis
of the theater department, so that our students acquire the skills that will serve them
throughout their career.
P10
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Professional
Preparation
Courses
in the
Digital Era
By Steven Sparling
For many students, the transition from college to the world of work is
difficult. For Musical Theatre (MT) students, who are graduating into
a profession with no guarantees of success, it is especially so. To help
facilitate this transition, most theater programs now offer some form
of "professional practice" or "career preparation" course as part of their
curriculum.

THE MARVELOUS WONDERETTES | 2018
Anderson University
Directed by David Coolidge
Choreography by Kenny Shepard
Music Directed by Levi Burke
Photo by Mike Meadows

The rapid pace of change in the professional world makes it critical to
offer our students relevant, up-to-date information about the business
they will be entering. I have identified at least three factors necessary
for a successful professional practice curriculum in the current economic
climate.
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First, preparing graduates for an increasingly digital casting world, where jobs are
advertised online, submissions are made online, and, increasingly, actors are being
asked to "self-tape" and upload, means that strong digital skills are critical for emerging
MT graduates. Second, given the income uncertainty that often accompanies an arts
career, offering students concrete strategies for developing other income-generating
activities beyond performing is equally important. Finally, balancing the realities of this
crowded and competitive profession, without discouraging young artists from pursuing
their dreams, is a tricky but necessary task for any career prep class.

INSTEAD OF HAVING THE MOST QUALIFIED
PERSON TO SPEAK TO THE STUDENTS,
WILLING TO COME FOR FREE.
What follows is the description of pilot project in which a traditional professional
preparation course was rebooted to address the issues mentioned above. At the end
of this article is an appendix which lists several weeks of "digital playlists" I created for
the course.
BACKGROUND
In 2015, as a new faculty member, I assumed the responsibility of teaching the
Professional Practice module for final year students in a BA (Hons) Musical Theatre
degree in the UK. As the academic year was about to commence, I taught the
curriculum as it had been established by my predecessor. This curriculum relied
heavily on visiting guests talking with students about various aspects of professional
practice. Visitors included: someone from Actors Equity, an agent, representatives
from the key casting services (Spotlight and Casting Call Pro), an accountant, a
website developer, and some professional actors, each of whom spoke about their
area of practice and took questions from the students.
The older course was assessed using a hard-copy portfolio submission of audition
materials and a hard-copy essay. The portfolio included: a sample letter to an agent
and a list of suitable agents; an application letter for a front-of-house or backstage
job; a resume and a headshot; a biography; and a selection of suitable audition
materials. The essay was a detailed plan for their first year post-training, taking into
consideration their strengths and weaknesses and where they felt they were best
suited to work in the industry.
For the 2016-17 academic year, I identified some issues I wanted to address in the
revised curriculum. (Although I teach in the UK, colleagues in the US have told me
they experience these same issues.)
First, despite the rapidly growing trend toward online employment searches and
submission processes, students were not always comfortable working digitally, and
current courses were not playing to students' strengths as "digital natives."
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JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR | 2018
Western Michigan University
Directed by Patrick Cassidy
Choreographed by Christopher Patterson
Photo courtesy of Western Michigan University

THE HOT MIKADO | 2018
University of Central Florida
Directed & Choreographed by Earl D. Weaver
Music Directed by Jason Bailey
Vocal Direction by Tara Snyder
Photos are courtesy of Tony Firriolo

Second, booking appropriate visitors was an ongoing challenge. Scheduling was
difficult, campus visits had to be approved by security, and my department had
no budget to pay for these guests. As such, I had to rely on personal contacts or
businesses hoping to sell their services to students. Instead of having the most
qualified person to speak to the students, we frequently had to settle for the person
who was available and willing to come for free.
Third, I observed a kind of "group think" among the students. The standard vision
for the future was based on a very narrow career path, one that involved securing
an agent from their showcase, maybe doing one cruise contract, and then hopefully
landing a role in a West End musical. Not only was this unattainable for most of
the students, it didn’t take into consideration that they could use their MT training
in other ways: inside and outside of the performing arts. Also, most students had
the passive perception that once they found an agent, the agent was responsible for
finding them work and would build their career for them.
Finally, the students faced considerable financial challenges that they were ill
prepared to meet. They lacked a realistic grasp of how little they were likely to earn
from performing and how much they were likely going to have to subsidize their
performing through other kinds of work. To further complicate their situation, the
2016-17 graduating class had been affected by the tripling of UK tuition in 2012 (from
£3000 per year to £9000 per year). This tuition hike meant that they were graduating
with a much higher debt load than previous cohorts. Understandably, they had a lot
of anxiety around this issue, and had no real role models for how to handle a large
debt load and pursue a performing arts career. They needed financial education.
UPDATED CURRICULUM
The 2016-17 course revision had three main components:
• Adopting the use of CampusPress (an electronic platform for a variety
of digital content) to create a digital eportfolio and a blog
• Use of digital "playlists" for the majority of the curriculum, with some
appropriate visiting guests (see Appendix)
• Peer and alumni mentoring
CampusPress
One of the first changes to the curriculum was to move the hard-copy portfolio and
essay assignments to a digital environment. Besides equipping students with skills in
website creation and content development, using CampusPress also required them to
make choices about how they would present themselves digitally—what they would
and wouldn’t include, layout, design and colors—all of which enabled them to reflect
upon how they wanted to present themselves as a brand. The existing literature on
eportfolios supports these objectives:
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Eportfolios are not only outcome based—they can assist students to
acquire and develop skills in information technology . . . they provide a
way to link student learning to university-wide generic skills-graduate
attributes. …The decisions they require allow students high levels of
creativity and independence in presentation of themselves as reflective
musicians and educators. They raise issues of professional identity
and self-reflection, and allow discussion of other areas of pre-service
preparation, in this way becoming a medium for teaching and learning in
themselves.
(Dunbar-Hall et al. 61)
The essay was reconfigured as a blog post on their site discussing their first year
post-training and where they felt they were best suited to work in the industry. They
were also required to post a budget for their first-year’s expenses and a discussion
of different ways they might earn the required income both inside and outside of the
performing arts.
Digital Playlists
The revised course still met in person and some suitable industry guests—for
example Equity representatives—did come to speak. However, in order to broaden
the pool of "experts," I also created digital playlists that students could access on
their own schedule. These playlists were made up of podcasts, YouTube videos, web
pages, blogs, online newspaper articles, and relevant academic e-journal articles that
were applicable to the professional journey. Content ranged from Equity statistics
on members’ earnings, to podcast interviews with leading West End performers and
casting directors, to academic articles about a lack of representation of working class
actors in the UK.
The goal was to challenge students' assumptions about what a career in the
performing arts might look like, and to develop digital literacy skills. The hope was
that these digital resources would lead students to doing further (online) research.
As students worked their way through these materials, they were encouraged to use
the blogging capabilities of CampusPress to reflect on what they were reading and to
be reflexive about what their unique career path might look like.
Mentoring
While the digital playlists provided multiple viewpoints on a career, the "voices" heard
tended to be established performers and senior industry figureheads. While this
information was valuable, it didn’t necessarily address the needs and concerns of very
recent graduates. In order to give students concrete examples of entry-level careers, I
enlisted our MT alumni as mentors.
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I believed that learning to seek out mentorship on an on-going basis was a critical skill
for graduates and would boost their chances of succeeding on their chosen career
path.
Each student was assigned an alumnus of the program as their personal mentor.
These pairings were made at the beginning of the year as the result of a Facebook
callout; students were encouraged to speak with their mentor as soon as they were
paired, and then when appropriate over the duration of the year as a source of poststudy information. We also hosted three alumni panels in our classroom meetings.
These panels had between four and seven alumni, depending on availability, who
spoke to the class about their post-study pathways. These panels provided students
with alumni perspectives in addition to their assigned mentor.
I deliberately allowed for a variety of alumni mentors: some were full-time
performers, some were working full-time in a non-performing job. Some had agents,
while others did not. I elected to focus on alumni who had been out of university
for at least one year so they had at least some experience of the "real world." This
diversity offered a substantial pool of information on post-study pathways.
To sow the seeds for the future and to establish a mentoring culture, we also paired
students in the career preparation course with first-year students. Everyone took
part in a classroom training session with a representative of the university’s Mentoring
Services team. They were also given a mentoring manual.
RESULTS
Both the eportfolio and the essay counted for 33% of students' final grade (the other
components were 33% for their agent showcase and 34% for a mock audition). One
hundred percent of students completed this assignment on CampusPress. Whether
they realized it or not, by completing the assignment they gained familiarity with doing
different tasks in a WordPress environment (WordPress developed CampusPress),
which may prove to be a useful skill for them in the future either for their own
marketing and/or in an administrative job.
The blogging was not graded and therefore there was no mechanism to require
students to do it. However, 36 of the 43 students wrote at least one blog post, with
14 of the students writing five or more posts. The mean was four posts. Given that
this exercise was optional, I felt this was quite a good result.
Based on students’ writing, it appeared that many appreciated having a safe space
where they could reflect upon what they were learning and be reflexive about their
future career plans. (They might have been less open about the honest exploration of
their fears and apprehensions in a classroom setting.) Because the blog wasn’t being
graded, it was also a place where they could express themselves without worrying
about spelling or grammar, and this seemed to allow them to write more freely. Here
is an unedited example of a student’s post:
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THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD | 2018
Wright State University
Department of Theatre, Dance & Motion Pictures
Directed & Choreographed by Greg Hellems
Photo courtesy of Wright State University
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I don’t explain it very well, but my point is this: in order to work
effectively as an actor, you have to work effectively as a person first. It
sounds very simple but i think its easy for those of us in the industry to
forget that we’re not walking talking creative punchbags—taking rounds
after rounds of auditions and rejection only to feel that we’re not good
enough. it can become easy to lose value in yourself as a person, a
few months ago and again recently this was the way i felt. i’m not even
relying on Acting to live and i really started to doubt everything i am...
i ended up telling myself that despite what anyone else thinks ‘i am
enough’ and if i can get that way with how little i rely on my profession
at the moment then i dread to think what it could be like for other
actors who do live the life i want.
With a steep increase in mental health issues amongst students, the blogging
allowed many of them an opportunity to try to make sense of the anxiety they were
experiencing about uncertain futures. Also, I was reading and responding to the
students’ posts and, where I saw things that concerned me about a student’s mental
health or emotional well-being, I was able to suggest ways in which they might seek
support from university services. This opportunity was an unexpected benefit that I
hadn’t foreseen.
Reading and responding to their posts was hugely rewarding, but with 43 students,
also quite time-consuming. As I had made a commitment to the students that I would
read and respond to every post—in order to incentivize them to participate—I often
found myself doing this work on my phone while commuting home on the tube at the
end of a long day. At times, my commenting on their blogs took on the tone of Rainer
Maria Rilke’s Letters to a Young Poet as we discussed art and their place in the world.
The digital playlist approach was also very effective. Several students wrote in their
blogs that they were saving links they found useful, especially those related to taxes
and finances, so they could return to them later.
Students struggled with reading academic papers as they found them long, difficult
to follow, and the critical language often inaccessible. Given that they were required
to write a 5000-word dissertation for their degree (a separate course), I explained
that these academic articles were good examples of how they might structure their
dissertation. This meant that reading the articles had additional value beyond the
content.
Some students expressed that materials that presented a negative view of the
profession—for example, survey statistics about employment rates or an academic
article about class barriers in UK acting (see Friedman, et al.) was “de-motivating.”
Here is one (unedited) response:
In the Equity Membership Survey 2013 (3549 people) it states that
34.9% (1,239) of people who took the Survey had less than 10 weeks
work in the last 12 months. whilst a mere 12.1% (431) had more than
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40 weeks work; to put this into perspective most people in ‘regular’
(non arts) jobs work on average 44 weeks a year. this statistic alone can
make the situation of emerging into the industry—like i soon will be—
quite bleak.
While this material might not have filled them with hope, by presenting it early in the
year and then offering mentors to provide examples of post-graduate life and career
options, students gained a more balanced, realistic, and positive view of their chances
of succeeding post-college. Here is one students’ blog post about their first mentoring
session:
[Mentor] spoke about work he’d done and what he was up to now,
it was interesting to hear from someone who is ex-[Name of School]
who had gone into professional work. It’s quite re-assuring to know
that it does lead somewhere in the end and it made the idea of actually
working in the arts much more plausible.
Also, the very fact that the mentors were not their tutors meant that what they said
was given a greater consideration. As one student wrote:
I feel like the mentoring scheme is very worthwhile as it allows you to
ask someone who has no reason to “sugar-coat” or “tarnish” the reality
of the situation.

WITH A STEEP INCREASE IN MENTAL
HEALTH ISSUES AMONGST STUDENTS,
THE BLOGGING ALLOWED MANY
OF THEM AN OPPORTUNITY TO TRY
TO MAKE SENSE OF THE ANXIETY
THEY WERE EXPERIENCING ABOUT
UNCERTAIN FUTURES.

The mentors also allowed students to consider and explore a variety of pathways
beyond just performing. One of the students, who had already decided a performing
career was not for her, was able to find in her mentor a validation for pursuing a nonperformance pathway:
We covered . . . how you naturally feel like a failure when the rest of the
year want to only pursue a performance career and you find yourself
left behind wanting to explore another area of the industry. I’ve felt like
this a lot lately and talking to [Mentor] made me secure in my choices
and decisions. It’s ok to not want to only be a performer. We further
conversed about the value of a Musical Theatre degree at [Name
of School], which is immeasurable. It teaches us so much, how to
communicate, how to sell yourself, work with others, act independently
and react on the spot. There are so many transferable skills that this
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coming along at Uni. Much to my surprise, she was very open to talking
to me and completely got on board with the whole mentoring system.
She’s largely been getting on okay but is often struggling to keep up to
some rapid deadlines alongside doing log books. I suggested she try to
create a schedule to stick to each week to help space out time.
Not all of these pairings worked and not all of the students—both first-year and
final-year—saw through their commitments for the mentoring scheme. The firstyear students, in particular, wanted their mentor to chase them down and make
the relationship work, which was a misunderstanding of how the roles work in a
mentorship relationship. Even though both mentors and mentees received training,
more monitoring would probably be necessary to get the most out of this mentorship
scheme.
CONCLUSION
While this curriculum proved to be effective in helping to facilitate the transition for
final-year students from study to profession, it did take a lot of tutor time and energy
to monitor and facilitate; probably more so than the previous taught curriculum.
Overall, however, I feel the additional time was justified by the independence it
fostered in students and the confidence with which they went forth from the
institution. It’s not possible to quantify whether they were better equipped to
succeed, and it is too soon to judge their career success, but as an educator I felt I
had done my best to prepare them for a digital future that was both uncertain and
exciting.
WORKS CITED
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course teaches us, that can be applied to other careers and it’s really
nice to find someone who shares that value and to have it reaffirmed.
In a few instances, where students were paired with alumni who were not actively
working as performers, the student expressed verbally to me that their mentor had
nothing to offer them. I explained that these mentors still had much to offer in terms
of their experience of surviving in the world of work with a BA in MT. I believe such
pairings brought students face-to-face with their fear of not "making it" as a performer
and, therefore, they didn’t want to engage with a mentor who represented their
worst fears of life post-college.
In terms of mentoring the first-year students, when it worked, it seemed to be highly
effective. Here is one final-year student’s blog about his meetings with his mentee,
where he has been able to offer some practical advice based on his own experience:
I’ve met my mentee on multiple occasions to talk about how she’s
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Friedman, Sam, Dave O’Brien, and Daniel Laurison. “‘Like Skydiving Without a
Parachute’: How Class Origin Shapes Occupational Trajectories in British Acting.”
Sociology vol. 51, no. 5, 2017, pp. 992-1010.
APPENDIX
Here are several sample weeks of the digital playlists created for the course. Not all
links may still be active and many of the pieces are UK-specific, however, everything is
included here to give an idea of content.
Week One
1. Log into Campus Press. Choose a template theme. Add your photo to your
home page.
2. Listen to podcast of Olivier Award Winning Denise Gough, Honest Actors
Podcast: http://inanything.com/episode-notes-eps-1-2-denise-gough-tom-
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

goodman-hill/ (35 Minutes)
Read Equity Membership Survey from 2013:https://www.equity.org.uk/
documents/2013-equity-membership-survey-summary/
Then watch this brief video about How Statistics Can Lie https://youtu.be/
TiaVGBEFiZs - think about how some of the statistics in the Equity survey
might be misleading.
Read this blog post on Getting Acting Work: https://www.dramauk.co.uk/
articles/nuts_and_bolts_getting_acting_work
Write your first blog post - your response to report and podcast (write for
yourself with no min/max. Write as many words as you need to reflect).
Set up time to speak with your alumni mentor. Arrange time to meet with
first-year mentee.

Week Two
1. Make a list of everything you love about performing and being an actor. Make
a list of the reasons why you want to become a professional actor. Make a list
of why you want to do acting as a job or profession rather than as a hobby. Put
these lists on your blog.
2. Listen to podcast “Inside the West End Ep015 Room 108 at Phantom” which
you can either find on their website here: http://insidethewestend.com/blog/ or
search “Inside the West End” in iTunes (it’s free) and then click on ‘See All’ (to
see all episodes) and select episode 015.
3. Read: Friedman, Sam, Dave O’Brien, and Daniel Laurison. "‘Like skydiving
without a parachute’: How class origin shapes occupational trajectories in
British acting." Sociology 51.5 (2017): 992-1010. http://soc.sagepub.com/content/
early/2016/02/26/0038038516629917.full.pdf+html (I want you to take note of
what is discussed in the article, but also take note of how an academic article
is formatted and how the authors go about both quantitative and qualitative
research, which will be of relevance to you for your dissertation)
4. Write about your reflections on the podcast and the article in your blog.
Week Three
1. Listen: Debbie O’Brien (Casting Director) Interview, Inside the West End
Episode: 010 http://insidethewestend.com/blog/iframe-width540-height540srchttp/embedacastcom/insidethewestend/itweep10debbieobrien-scrollingnoframeborder0-stylebordernoneoverflowhidden/iframe
2. Read: Tepper, Steven J., and Danielle J. Lindemann. "Perspectives: For the money?
For the love? Reconsidering the “worth” of a college major." Change: The
Magazine of Higher Learning46.2 (2014): 20-23. Search for this article on the UWL
Library website (Summon). It is available as a full text download.
3. Listen: Interview with Pippa Ailion (Casting Director). https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5SOxJuVW5HE
4. Write in your blog your thoughts from this week’s material.
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Week Four
1. Read: The Stage, Phil Wilmott on casting (5 minutes to read) https://www.
thestage.co.uk/opinion/2014/real-reason-not-called-audition/
2. Watch: Lives of Actors - Week One (1 hour 10 minutes) https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=vuZMZbHIEYo&feature=youtu.be
3. Read: Drama UK Studies 2014. These are studies commissioned by Drama
UK to chart where graduates of their programs were working within the
profession (note Drama UK is no longer in existence). What is of particular
interest is to look at the distribution of where graduates of Drama UK
programs are working within the first few years after leaving drama school:
https://www.dramauk.co.uk/writeable/editor_uploads/files/Drama%20UK%20
Symposium%202014%20(Final).compressed.pdf
4. Read this article on Theatre Education and Entrepreneurship: http://
s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/40610000/essig_suffusing.pdf?
AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJ56TQJRTWSMTNPEA&Expires=1479054884&Sig
nature=UweLiXXlAPRzGt4w%2Bqm%2Fe9aThSg%3D&response-contentdisposition=inline%3B%20filename%3DSuffusing_Entrepreneurship_Education_
thr.pdf
5. Read the Executive Summary and skim the rest of this white paper
produced by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport, which sets
out the Government’s priorities in arts funding and policy: https://www.
gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/510798/
DCMS_The_Culture_White_Paper__3_.pdf See if you can spot opportunities
presented by strategy and funding shifts. As discussed in the article on
entrepreneurship, learning to spot opportunities, and to take action upon
them, are important skills for young actors emerging from training.
6. Read: Writing to agents: several of you asked for guidance on how to write
to agents and invite them to the shows. Please read this guidance I have
pieced together from several guides for actors: https://www.evernote.com/l/
AC4Xb5ijMiBDtZk7KMQABJ4x2NFtUqKoWKE
Week Five
1. Watch: Introduction to Freelancing (includes information on starting out as
a freelancer): http://creativeskillset.org/who_we_help/creative_professionals/
freelance_toolkit/introduction_to_freelancing
2. Watch: Skills and Training (this may be less relevant but it’s short and worth a
quick look at): http://creativeskillset.org/who_we_help/creative_professionals/
freelance_toolkit/skills_and_training
3. Watch: Tax and Finance (the dreaded subject of tax and how you manage
as a self-employed person to look after your own taxes NOTE: this is really
important to learn about as so many actors get themselves tied in knots, or
in trouble, over their taxes!): http://creativeskillset.org/who_we_help/creative_
professionals/freelance_toolkit/tax_and_finances
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4. Read: For a discussion of expenses (allowable and non-allowable) for actors
check out: http://performanceaccountancy.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/
Expenses-for-performers-19-May-2014.pdf
5. Watch: Claiming Freelance expenses: https://ccskills.org.uk/careers/developyour-career/article/claiming-freelance-expenses
6. Read: Look at the range of information available from Gov.uk on money and
tax: https://www.gov.uk/browse/tax/self-assessment
7. Read: 5 Financial Promises Freelancers Must Make to Themselves: https://
ccskills.org.uk/careers/develop-your-career/article/5-financial-promisesfreelancers-must-make-to-themselves
Week Six
1. Watch: Personal Branding: http://creativeskillset.org/who_we_help/creative_
professionals/freelance_toolkit/personal_branding
2. Watch: Building your Business (includes great information on networking):
http://creativeskillset.org/who_we_help/creative_professionals/freelance_
toolkit/building_your_business
3. Read: Additional reading on networking (ours is a people business and learning
to meet people well is a crucial skill). Download the help notes here: https://
www.bectu.org.uk/advice-resources/library/1785
4. Watch: 5 Ways Freelancers can build Contacts: https://ccskills.org.uk/careers/
develop-your-career/article/5-ways-freelancers-can-build-contacts
5. Watch: How to deal with nerves around Networking: https://ccskills.org.uk/
careers/develop-your-career/article/nervous-before-a-networking-event-good
6. Watch: Skills for better networking: https://ccskills.org.uk/careers/develop-yourcareer/article/skills-for-better-networking
Week Seven
1. Watch: Health and Wellbeing: http://creativeskillset.org/who_we_help/
creative_professionals/freelance_toolkit/health_and_wellbeing
2. Read: Health Care for Successful Acting Careers: https://www.dramauk.co.uk/
articles/healthy_performance-_training_and_health_care_for_successful_
acting_careers_
3. Read: Mental Health: have a look around the website for http://www.
artsminds.co.uk
4. Read: Physical Health: look at the Health Resources Info from the British
Association for Performing Arts Medicine (BAPAM): http://www.bapam.org.uk/
perf_advice.html
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WE FOXES | 2017
Weber State University
Written by Ryan Scott Oliver
Directed & Choreographed by Cody Walker
Photo courtesy of Weber State University

GUYS & DOLLS [Ungendered Production] | 2018
The University of the Arts
Directed by Andrew Neisler
Choreographed by Ben Hobbs
Music Direction by Alex Thrailkill
Photograph by Paola Nogueras
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Teaching
Contemporary
Musical
Theatre
By David Sisco and Laura Josepher
For the last five years, we have been helping performers find
unpublished, contemporary musical theatre repertoire through our
website, ContemporaryMusicalTheatre.com. Over the years, we have
noticed a problem: there’s a wide gulf between playing Laurie in
Oklahoma! and originating a role in a new musical, and many young artists
don’t know how to bridge that gap.
Although many musical theatre programs now incorporate new works
as part of their curriculum, it is still much more common for students to
perform standard, published repertoire. Ironically, a frequent first job for
young actors in New York will be a reading or developmental workshop
of a brand-new show.
What follows are some activities that will prepare young artists to handle
this new musical material.
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VIOLET | 2018
Anderson Universtiy
Director by David Coolidge
Music Directed by Fritz Robertson
Choreographed by Kenny Shepard
Photo by Dale Pickett

Skill Set
The focus must remain on the writers’ process. It’s of critical importance to the
show’s development that the actors be able to fully inhabit their characters as quickly
as possible so the creative team can better assess the show. The company must know
their music after having rehearsed it only once. For original musicals, there may not be
any recordings available, so for students who are accustomed to starting their process
with YouTube, this will be an adjustment.
Readings often occur in a highly compressed time-frame. It is common for new scenes
or songs to arrive at the beginning of each rehearsal day as writers make rewrites.
Actors must be able to quickly synthesize this new material and integrate changes
in the text into a revised understanding of the character. Performers need to make
character choices quickly while not getting too attached to songs, lines, or scenes.
In some cases, the actor will be rehearsing new material by day and performing old
material by night.
Here are some suggestions to build these skills:
• Provide students cuts of songs and sides when they arrive to class and give
them limited time to review them before attempting a presentation. Give
adjustments as appropriate, repeat the presentation.
• Discuss what observing students notice in the actor’s ability to synthesize new
material and director’s feedback.
• Have performing students journal about what they did well and areas for
growth.
• Invite casting directors, producers, writers, and professional actors to observe
this exercise and share their input.
Dramaturgy
Students need to have a basic understanding of song form, different types of songs,
and the typical three act structure of a musical. Understanding how an “I Am” song
functions differently than a “Charm” song or a "List" song will influence the way
performers understand their role in the musical. While some of this may be covered
in a musical theatre history class, it would be helpful for students to write their own
scenes and songs so they can more fully understand the delicate challenge of balancing
music and lyrics. This will also give them a greater appreciation of the writer's craft.
Here are some suggestions to build these skills:
• Analyze a classic three-act musical theatre show (e.g., Guys and Dolls, West
Side Story), outlining the function of the book in each scene and the difference
between “I Am” songs, Eleven O'Clock numbers, charm songs, musical scenes,
etc.
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• Pair students up and assign them a scene and song from the show to reimagine in a contemporary style, writing new book, music, and lyrics that
achieve a similar dramaturgical result.
• Present the updated musical material, discuss the dramaturgical challenges of
adaptation, the difficulties of scansion or rhyme, and any issues that they, as
writers, would need their actors to "solve" in order to make the material work
for an audience.
Acting
Creating a character that has never been performed before has several built-in
challenges. There will be no precedent for the actor to rely on. Usually, the character
is still a work-in-progress and will often have dramaturgical disconnects, making the
role harder to grasp and portray.
As with any role, the actor will need to read the libretto, research the time period,
and make notes about what the character says and what is said about them. In a
developmental process, the actor has the added job of highlighting moments that may
not seem to make sense or places where the character may contradict themselves.
This information is best brought to the director, who may have insights or can bring
the questions to the writers.
While undergraduate acting classes will provide young artists with basic skills, we
often find a disconnect between technique and practice. In an acting class, students
may work on a single scene for weeks. In a new musical, that process is sped up, and
new character choices must be made daily. For this reason, cold reading is a necessary
technique to study.
A smart actor will come to rehearsals with lots of character options. It’s not unusual
for a writer to pick up on something an actor has brought to the character and go
home and elaborate on it. The opportunity to help shape a piece is one of the joys of
working on new musical theatre.
Here are some suggestions to build these skills:
• Hand students an unpublished script/score for a new musical (or play). Have
them quickly highlight character traits in the text and lyrics that they could use
to build a character. Don't forget to pay attention to musical markings, such as
"hesitantly," or "with great feeling."
• Provide students scenes and give them only five minutes to prepare. Discuss
what information they mined before performing, how to find clues in the text,
and how to fill in what may be missing.
• Provide students with a one-page scene or monologue, and give them a short
time to review. Give wildly varying adjustments challenging them play the
material in a different way each time.
• Give students material with text that suggests a different time period or locale
without specifically mentioning any details. Ask them how they might go about
researching to find information that could be useful.
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Vocal Versatility
The breadth of musical genres represented on Broadway lately is huge: The Band’s
Visit (world music), Bright Star (bluegrass), Come from Away (folk/pop), Dear Evan
Hansen (pop/rock musical theatre), Hamilton (hip hop musical theatre), and Spongebob
SquarePants: The Broadway Musical (pastiche).
Today's young performers must intimately understand the style markers of each
genre, and they must also understand those markers within the context of their
personal vocal technique. When developing a new role, the performer has an
opportunity to build the character’s voice and the stylistic "sound" from the ground up
while also making specific, healthy choices for themselves.
Here are some suggestions to build these skills:
• Assign each student a genre of musical that they have not yet explored (i.e.
bluegrass, contemporary classical, hip hop, jazz, pop/rock, etc.). Students
should present a brief historical context of the genre, point out the major style
markers, and provide a recommended listening list. This can be compiled into
a Google doc for the entire class. Each student will present a song in their
assigned style and receive feedback on how they’ve incorporated it into their
body as a singing actor.
• Using books like The Nashville Sound (Jensen), Popular Singing (Soto-Morettini),
Rock the Audition (Sanders), and Singing in Musical Theatre (Melton), have the
students discuss the differences between genres and how this might influence a
performer’s approach to a role written in that particular style.
Collaboration
The young artist will face some hurdles if a show is not fully realized. Sometimes a
piece is unfinished, or the musical may need significant dramaturgical attention. The
performer can be a valuable asset to the writers by providing information about
what’s working or not working. But this requires some careful diplomacy.
Some writers are willing to hear input and reshape their work during the rehearsal
process; others are not. Some writers will ask performers questions about their
characters; others will not. At all times, the performer must be attuned to the
creative team’s goals for the workshop. It is critical that the young performer realizes
how sensitive the workshop/reading process is. The writer(s) have probably been
working on this musical for years. Handing it over to a director, musical director, and
performers is a huge exercise in trust.
Writers will occasionally leave out important details or inadvertently scramble
a character’s chronology or logic. When a performer plays the role, these
inconsistencies usually come to light. Hopefully, the writer or director will notice these
issues in rehearsal, but they may not. In other cases, there may not be sufficient time
to fix the dramaturgical problem.
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Given this, the actor may have to create more meaning or conflict than is written
to keep the character’s journey active. This will be an inevitable part of any actor’s
career. Learning how to develop the tools to handle it in their undergraduate program
is key.
Musical theatre actor Mary Testa, who is frequently a part of new work development,
says, “If you hire me, you’re going to get an opinion. I’m very smart because I’ve done
this for a long time. Also, actors are the writers’ best tool because we can tell them
when something is not right. I like being part of the process and saying ‘This doesn’t
feel right, or there too many words here.’”
It will be up to the director and actors to make informed decisions about how to be
most supportive of the work in development. If writers are unwilling or unable to
make changes to a work that needs help, ultimately it is the performer's job to elevate
the character and make the piece work.
Here are some suggestions to build these skills:
• Consider offering a script analysis class specific to musical theatre.
• Role play speaking to a writer/director asking questions about a character that
does not make sense to the actor.
• Invite a professional writer to present several different rewrites of the same
book scene and/or song from their musical, chronicling for the students why
the changes were made and how it affected the arc of the scene and the
overall piece. Then, with the invited writer, choose a different drafted scene
from the same musical. The writer can share a synopsis and context for the
scene, along with why it didn’t work. Pair up students and have them rewrite
the scene and song to present for an in-class discussion with the writer the
following week. (We realize this exercise demands a rather generous writer
and asks a lot of the students, who may not have any experience in writing.
This kind of analysis and collaboration, however, can be very beneficial.)
• Collaborate with student or professional writers to have work tailor-made
to the students’ skills. Present songs in class and discuss the opportunities
and challenges inherent in collaborating using No More Teams (Schlage) and
Mastering the Art of Creative Collaboration (Hargrove) as resources.
• If desired, present songs in a cabaret-style setting as a final project
New musicals have many moving parts, which demand great artistic and personal
dexterity. An actor must walk a fine line and keep their focus on the writers’
goals, not their own. In this sense, being an actor in a new musical is a great act
of selflessness. Some of the skills needed to successfully perform in readings and
workshops are acquired during undergraduate training. But by training musical theatre
students how to specifically approach new works, we will create a new generation of
collaborators.
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ALL SHOOK UP | 2018
Valdosta State University
Directed by Jacque Wheeler
Music Direction by Joe Mason
Choreography by Geoffrey Reynolds
Photo by Genny Muncy
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Body
Mapping:
Move and
Perform
with Ease
By Dr. Jan E. Prokop

As performers, our body is the vehicle we use to convey our
art. Yet actors frequently suffer from stresses and tensions that
impede movement, breath, and performance.
One study of singers found muscular complaints in 69% of the
participants, with pain symptoms that were often the result
of muscular tension (frequently the result of compensating
for inadequate vocal technique) (Vaiano, et al.). In this study,
jaw tension and pain in the shoulders were among the most
common complaints.
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The study also confirmed that postural alignment can directly interfere with
respiratory muscle activity and consequently, vocal technique. Another study, focusing
on dancers, revealed that 42% had suffered an injury in the previous six months which
prevented them from performing (Bowling).
When physical inconsistencies manifest, doubt creeps in and performers become
nervous and frustrated. This doesn’t need to happen. Body Mapping is a technique
that enables performers to learn how to adjust their bodies to find better balance
and alignment. It is based on the theory that we all carry a "map" of our body in
our brains, and that our body use is based on this mental picture. The goal of Body
Mapping is to draw an accurate internal map so the performer is better aligned and
balanced, has greater access to breath, and releases muscle tension so movement
becomes easier.
OVERVIEW
The concept of Body Mapping as a somatic discipline for musicians and performers
originated with William Conable and Barbara Conable. William Conable, emeritus
professor of cello at The Ohio State University, discovered that his students had
limited knowledge of their bodies—how they worked and how they related to
their instruments. Conable observed that students moved according to how they
perceived their bodies were designed rather than according to how they were
actually structured. Conable said, “We use this map to give our bodies instruction for
movement. . . .Almost everyone has something incorrect in their map, but they’ve got
to use it – it’s all they have" (Hval).
The interpretations that create our internal maps are frequently unconsciously
performed. They often take place early in life, well before the development of a
sophisticated adult consciousness and kinesthetic awareness, and are based on how
we feel ourselves experience movement. A simplistic example of this might be a tall
person who has always tried to shrink themselves to fit in. Therefore the body map
on which these interpretations are based may be partly unconscious and accessible
to adult scrutiny only with some difficulty. However, once this difficulty is overcome,
it is possible to learn to change the map with remarkable ease and with surprisingly
powerful results.
The brain learns though repetition, and practice must be organized with a specific
plan in order to reprogram the brain and change the neural pathways. The brain
transmits more than just messages. It is transmitting motor tasks that must be refined
by rehearsal and practice to create new neural pathways. Awareness is key. Simply
repeating a new exercise with no thought about the process will not produce the
desired result. In an article about musician rehabilitation, Dr. Bastepe-Gray explains:
Basically what we do in practice is functional conditioning. You are
conditioning your body and building procedural memory in your
cerebellum. The average attention span of an adult is 15 minutes.
Intense focus is about seven seconds. After that your brain takes a
little break. Not long. And it comes back. After 15 minutes it needs a
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longer break. After 20 minutes your brain will probably zone out for
10 minutes or so. At that time what you’re doing is basically mindless
repetition.
(McGuire 15)
When we practice a task, we build up a myelin sheath over multiple neurons so that
several actions are united into one (Shen). For example, opening a door requires that
the brain send the body several different instructions: interpret depth perception,
step forward, move the arm, twist the wrist, and so on. Through repetition, a myelin
sheath is formed that links all these actions into one event. Once ingrained, it takes
time and structure for the brain to override an established neurological command and
successfully implement a new one.
Body Mapping is organized around 6 physical points of balance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Atlas-Occipital (A-O) joint, where the head meets the spine
Shoulders
Lumbar spine/supporting portion of spine
Hips
Knees
Ankles

EXERCISES
In doing any exercise it is important for the student to describe what they’re feeling and
what sensations they’re experiencing. Not only does this help the teacher direct their
actions, but it trains students to recognize and diagnose their own muscle tension, a kind
of kinesthetic awareness that is important for performers. All of these exercises are very
gentle, and should be easily accomplished by most people. However, if discomfort occurs
while performing any of these exercises, stop and investigate.
A-O Joint
Many of us walk around with the backs of our necks compressed, our chins slightly
lifted, our heads thrust forward, our gaze upward and chest caved in. This is the result
of mismapping the A-O joint, and it causes tension in the neck. It’s difficult to perform
or practice in that position because when there is tension in the neck, there is most
likely tension somewhere in the rest of the body.
The head/neck relationship that is manifest in the A-O joint (atlas = spine / occiput
= skull) is important to understand in order to create efficient physical balance.
Remember that half of your head is in front of your A-O joint and neck, and half
behind it. We often forget about the back of our head because we are front-centric
beings, and the presentational nature of musical theatre performance can worsen this
perception.
Begin this exercise by introducing students to the idea that the top of your spine is in
the middle of your head between your ears, not at the back of your skull. Here are
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the side-coaching instructions:
• Begin standing.
• Put your fingers in your ears; point down slightly. Where they would meet
in the middle of your head (if your fingers were very long) is the top of your
spine, your 1st vertebra – the atlas.
• With fingers still in ears, gently nod “yes." Pay attention to the sensation at the
center of your head.
• It’s a very tiny movement; not a bobble head gesture. You need to learn how
to feel and describe this kinesthetically.
• Experiment with releasing the muscles in the back of your neck. Your chin
might drop a bit. What does that feel like?
• Explore this movement as you walk around the room, with fingers in ears and
without.
• Now walk forward and sing.
• Walk backward and sing.
• What do you feel?
A music theater college junior presented with tremendous neck and tongue tension
because of compensatory behavior due to a childhood illness. He sang with an
elevated chin with his head jutting far forward of his neck placing the A-O joint out
of balance. This mismapping of the head/neck relationship was constricting his sound
because of the impact on his resonating space, pharynx, jaw, and tongue. After
locating his A-O joint, he began working on finding a more neutral position for his
head/neck relationship. This work is on-going, but his tongue and jaw have begun to
release, his neck and cervical spine are freer and his sound is less constricted. It has
also improved his air flow and breath management because he’s singing with less
effort.
A-O Joint – Where the Skull Meets the Spine at the 1st Vertebra
Neck tension always has a negative impact on breathing. The following 4-point stretch
is another way to explore the balance and release of the head/neck (A-O) joint and
surrounding muscles. Here are the side-coaching instructions:
• Begin standing.
• Find a spot on the wall and register where your eyes are focused.
• With your lips together, gently tilt your head as far back as you can without
bending your spine. You’ll be looking at the ceiling. No backbends! Maintain this
position for 20-30 counts feeling the stretch of the muscles in the front of your
neck.
• Gently place your fingertips on the back of your head and slowly guide your
head back to balance on your spine. Let your fingers do the work, not the
muscles in your neck.
• Next, clasp your hands on the back of your head and gently, gently pull your
head down, moving your chin toward your chest without caving in your chest.
Maintain this position for 20-30 counts feeling the stretch of the muscles in the
back of your neck and upper back.
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• Gently place your fingertips on your forehead and slowly guide your head back
to balance on your spine. Again: Let your fingers do the work, not the muscles
in your neck.
• Place your right hand on the left side of your head, and gently pull your head
toward right shoulder (ear should be pointing at shoulder) without tilting your
body to the right. Maintain this position for 20-30 counts feeling the stretch on
the left side of your neck.
• With your right fingertips on the right side of your head, gently lift your head
to balance.
• Place your left hand on the right side of your head. With your left hand, gently
pull your head toward your left shoulder (ear to shoulder) without tilting your
body. Maintain this position for 20-30 counts feeling the stretch on the right
side of your neck.
• With your left fingertips on the left side of your head, gently lift your head to
balance.
• Now: Look toward the wall. Are your eyes focused on the same spot as
before you began or do you feel you’re looking lower? Is the back of your neck
compressed or released?
After this exploration, most people say their heads/chins/eyes are tilted lower and it
“feels weird.” Remember that comfortable (i.e. familiar) isn’t always correct, as it may
be based on an inaccurate body map. The new way of moving without tension must
be practiced until it is the new familiar habit. This will adjust the body map as well as
the procedural memory in the brain.
Shoulders
• Stand in front of a mirror. Observe the height of your shoulders in relation to
your ears.
• Gently, slowly raise your shoulders up to your ears being mindful to keep your
A-O joint balanced. Maintain that position for 20-30 counts. (Yes, you will have
a double chin. Allow that.)
• Keep your head balanced on your spine.
• Very slowly release your shoulders down to a point of no work. Are your
shoulders lower than when you began?
• Repeat this exercise four times to discover/release shoulder tension.
Supporting Part of the Spine – Lumbar Section
Begin this exercise by discovering where the supporting part of the spine is actually
located. It is often identified as the boney part in the back of the body—the spinous
process of the spine near the small of the back. However, the supporting part of your
spine is really in the middle of your body, where the vertebrae are located. These
vertebrae are aligned with the A-O joint and the arms. Here are the side-coaching
instructions to aid this discovery:
• Put your pointer finger of your left hand in your naval, the right pointer finger
at the same height on the side of your body.
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• Have students envision a pelvis that is located/
balanced in line below their ears and shoulders.
How does this affect the legs? The pelvis?
• How does it feel to breathe?

• Where these two fingers would touch is the
supporting portion of your spine.
• Rock your pelvis forward and back, and circle your
hips in a "hula hoop" action to better discover and
envision this location.
• Describe what is happening in the small of your
back as you do these movement.

Pelvis Adjustment (Seated)
Some performers experience tension in their lower
lumbar area when sitting during rehearsals, i.e. during
music rehearsals or a sitzprobe or when using the
computer. To learn how to release this tension, it is
helpful to explore the relationship of their sitz bones to
the chair.

Pelvis Adjustment (Standing)
Though seemingly a long way from the lungs, legs are
integral to breath, and the pelvis has an impact on the
legs. The following exercise helps assess and release
muscle tension in the lower part of the torso, specifically
the lumbar spine (lower back) by exploring the position of
the pelvis.

• Sit “flat”– head thrust forward, back of neck
compressed, shoulders rolled forward, chest caved
in, pelvis tilted up. Maintain this position, and then
describe how it feels to breathe. Where are your
sitz bones? Is your pelvis balanced below your ears
and shoulders?
• Sit “sharp”– head pulled back, chest raised,
shoulders pulled up and back, pelvis tilted back,
small of back (lumbar spine) contracted. Maintain
this position. Where are your sitz bones? Is your
pelvis balanced below your ears and shoulders?
How does it feel to breathe?
• Sit “in tune” – find the compromise between the
two; identify and release muscle tension. Maintain
this neutral position. Where are your sitz bones?
Is your pelvis balanced in line below your ears and
shoulders? How does it feel to breathe? Did you
feel a release in the small of your back?
• Repeat four times.

• Have students stand in "cellphone texting position."
We will call this "standing flat”: head thrust
forward, back of neck compressed, shoulders
rolled forward, chest caved in, pelvis tilted up.
Maintain this position, and then describe how it
feels to breathe.
• Next, stand in "soldier at attention." We will call
this “standing sharp": head pulled back, chest
raised, shoulders pulled up and back, pelvis tilted
back, small of back (lumbar spine) contracted,
knees locked. Maintain this position, and then
describe how it feels to breathe.
• Alternate between these two positions several
times.
• Stand “in tune": the compromise between standing
flat and sharp. Maintain this neutral position, and
then describe how it feels to breathe.
• Repeat four times.

Psoas (Hip Flexor)
Hip and leg tension can have a negative impact on
breathing. One important pair of muscles that need to
be monitored are the psoas muscles, also known as the
hip flexors. They originate at the femur and insert at the
spine where they interdigitate with the diaphragm. They
affect our alignment and balance and help stabilize our
spine, crisscrossing a great deal of anatomical terrain,
influencing our spine, pelvis and legs in a variety of
activities. If these muscles are tight, they can impede the
movement of the diaphragm.

Many performers experience locked or hyperextended
knees as they stand when practicing and performing.
This can create alignment problems, which can cause
tension or soreness in the small of the back. As students
explore this exercise, ask them to identify and release
muscle tension in their legs and lower back. This may
be a different sensation/location for each person. As
they work, have students describe the sensations they
experience:
• Do they feel a release in the small of the back?
• How are the legs? what are they doing?
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• Stand in a lunge position with your with the entire left foot on the floor and
your left knee bent. Be sure your left foot is far enough forward so your
knee can’t hyper-extend past your toes. This is very important in preventing
knee injury in a lunge position.
• Raise your right heel. This is different than a common lunge. Our goal is to
stretch your psoas muscle, not your calf muscle.
• Straighten your right leg as much as you comfortably can; don’t let it bend
too much. Continue to keep the right heel off the floor so you are slightly
on the ball of your right foot. This will allow you to stretch the psoas muscle,
not the calf.
• Deepen the lunge by bringing your left thigh (from hip to knee) more in
parallel to the floor. Move your left knee toward your toes, but never so far
forward that it extends past your toes. If that happens, move your left foot
forward a bit. We want to protect your knees. No hyperextending, please.
• Keep your torso (A-O joint, arms, pelvis) balanced and in line.
• Keep the right leg stretched and maintain this position this position for 20-30
counts
• Stand up and release your legs.
• Then, return to the lunge position.
• Raise your arms so they are next to your ears. Feel the stretch in your psoas
muscle. Maintain this position this position for 20-30 counts.
• With your arms still raised next to your ears, bend slightly backwards (a
mini-backbend). Maintain balance of the A-O joint; resist the urge to allow
your head to move forward or backward.
• Feel the stretch in your psoas muscle; maintain this position this position for
20-30 counts.
• Sing an exercise or the first few measures of something.
• Describe the experience and sensations in your body and your voice.
• Repeat on the other side.
If you don’t notice or can’t feel the stretch in your psoas because of limited
flexibility, this stretch can be easily modified as follows:
• Kneel on a mat.
• Extend the left leg forward and bend it, with the left thigh parallel to the
floor, bottom of left foot on floor. The front of the right leg, your shin (tibia
& fibula), and top of right foot will remain on the floor.
• Deepen the stretch by moving your left knee toward your toes, but never so
far forward that it extends past your toes. If that happens, then move your
left foot forward a bit. We want to protect your knees.
• Keep your torso (A-O joint, arms, pelvis) balanced and in line.
• Maintain this position this position for 20-30 counts.
• Raise your arms up so they are next to your ears. Maintain this position this
position for 20-30 counts.
• Feel the stretch in your psoas muscle.
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• With your arms still next to your ears, bend slightly backwards (a minibackbend). Maintain balance of the A-O joint; resist the urge to allow your
head to move forward or backward.
• Maintain this position this position for 20-30 counts; Feel the stretch in your
psoas muscle.
• Sing an exercise or the first few measures of something.
• Describe the experience and sensations in your body and your voice.
• Repeat on the other side.
A 35-year-old tenor, a performer and college professor, was reflecting on how he
had sung in his twenties and wished he could capture that sensation and sound again.
He felt he was singing with too much effort and frequently experienced vocal fatigue.
We made an adjustment to his scapula and rhomboid muscles that helped release
his chest and open his back for better access to his breath. Everything else appeared
to be in order; no other adjustment made much of a difference. Then he did this
psoas stretch several times on each leg, raised his arms above his head and began
singing “Stranger In Paradise.” His voice soared, his face lit up. He was astonished and
exclaimed—a little weepy—“That’s IT!” It doesn’t always happen that way, but this
time the change was immediate and remarkable.
Much of the music theatre performer's craft is built on kinesthetic awareness and
internal movement. Body Mapping's slow, conscious exploration of tiny, simple
movements enables artists to understand and develop a better awareness of their
own internal movements. With this newfound ability to release muscle tension, stress
is reduced, the performer feels more aligned and balanced, and the breath is more
accessible. The artist’s instrument is freed.
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OVERVIEW
During the last half of the twentieth century, the number of high schools presenting
musicals has steadily increased (Williams 1). While teachers on the collegiate level have
begun to teach specific vocal methods to produce healthy belting, pop/rock styles, and
so on, high school teachers often lack training in these areas. As a result, high school
students, whose voices are still developing, are often left on their own to navigate the
different vocal productions required for choral music vs. musicals, or legit training vs.
belting, for example.
The vocal music industry has yet to adopt a common pedagogical definition of
"belting." Through the years, several pedagogues have attempted to define the term: In
1988, Estill taught that belting is created, in part, by a nasal placement and described
it as loud and brassy or sounding like yelling (38). Sullivan, in 1989, described many
different types of belt, including the use of terms such as split-belt, twang, or nasal (4245). Miles and Hollien based their definition of belt on four perceptual judgments of
sound: loud, heavy phonation, little-to-no vibrato, and a high degree of nasality (65).
LeBorgne (2001) used the words chest, pop, and mixed singing to describe belting.
Tucker used three definitions for vocal styles utilized in musical theater: legit as in the
style of nineteenth century operetta, mix as a melding of the chest and head registers,
and belt-mix: a type of belt in which the larynx is held in a lower position, resulting in
less tension (Tucker 11, 19-20).
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For the purpose of this article, the following parameters will be used to define belting
as it applies to the female voice: the vocal tract is in a shorter and wider configuration
with a slightly raised larynx; the corners of the mouth are retracted, or slightly pulled
wide and back towards the ears, as if smiling, which helps shape a bright, present sound.
Most pedagogues do agree that safe production of belt requires concentrated core
muscular support and high amounts of energy (LoVetri, 2003; Popeil; Estill).
In women, belt can be produced in two ways. Each of these methods is dependent on
the balance among the cartilages and muscles housed in the throat and surrounding
the vocal folds. These muscles and cartilages are in a constant state of change when
the vocal folds are active. It is the balance of these muscles and cartilages at any given
point in time that determines, in part, what pitch is being produced and the quality
of the sound. When the muscles and cartilages known as the thyroarytenoids are
predominately used, the resulting sound is heavier in timbre. This is referred to as a
heavy mechanism. When the muscles and cartilages known as the cricoarytenoids
are predominately used, the resulting sound is lighter in timbre. This is referred to
as a light mechanism by several researchers, among them LeBorgne, McKinney, and
Estill. Therefore, one style of belting is when a heavy mechanism is carried as high as
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possible, usually topping out at C5. It employs very limited use of the light mechanism.
The other style is created when a mix of the heavy and light mechanism occurs in
the mid-range, usually beginning around F#4. Allowing a gradual mixing from the
heavy mechanism to the light mechanism allows the belt quality to be carried higher,
sometimes even as high as A5. This method of production is often called the mix-belt.
It is difficult for the adolescent to produce either style due to the immature vocal
mechanism and the limitations of the developing voice (Tucker). Therefore, for the
purposes of the article, no differentiation will be made between the heavy belt and the
mix belt; both qualities will be referred to as belt.

Although LeBorgne’s 2001 dissertation did not focus specifically on the high school
experience, it warrants examination here as a definitive study on belt. LeBorgne’s
study examined two aspects of the belt voice: perceptual and objective. The perceptual
part focused on defining aspects of what makes a belt voice aesthetically pleasing.
The objective part featured a comparison of the elite or professional belter with the
average belter. LeBorgne’s study was large, examining 16 research questions. The study
used 20 female subjects that sang primarily in the belt style. The subjects were all
enrolled in a musical theater performance course of study at several major universities,
and they had all actively been studying belt technique for at least a year.

Belting technique has struggled for respect among classical voice teachers. This is, in
part, because the term belting has often been used to mean an unhealthy use of the
vocal mechanism. In 1990, Miles and Hollien presented an essay on belting. Although
they admitted that their findings were based solely on their observations and not
on empirical study, they suggested that belting was an extension of the chest voice
into higher registers than "normal," and said that the voice would break or crack at
C5 due to the inability of the larynx to remain in a raised and tilted position at that
pitch (65). They also promoted the idea that belting was an inborn characteristic,
reserved for extraordinary voices, and not something that was teachable (69-70).
Fortunately, later researchers presented information that healthy belting can, in fact, be
taught (among them Sabella-Mills, Tucker, Hall, Melton, Ragsdale, LoVetri and Weekly,
LeBorgne, and Schutte and Miller), and it is now known that the incident of vocal
pathologies in belters and classical singers is approximately the same (LeBorgne 2011,
12). Unfortunately, the perception that belting can be detrimental, even dangerous, still
persists in many vocal studios.

LeBorgne first made an audio recording of all the singers singing several musical
theater selections that utilized belt. These recordings were then rated by three judges
on seven perceptual parameters. In the discussion section of her study, LeBorgne took
the quantifiable findings from the results section and used them to define perceptual
characteristics of the belt as a method of developing best practices. The elements of
loudness, intensity, vibrato, use of the Singer’s Ring, timbre, focus, clarity, nasality, and
registration were used to characterize a belt "sound" to which teachers and students
should subscribe. The implications for study suggested that if teachers and students can
agree on the definition of how belt is produced, it would provide a common language
for further research and aid in the development of a methodology for the teaching of
belt.

WHILE MOST STUDIES OF THE
ADOLESCENT VOICE AGREE THAT
THE VOICE IS IN A FRAGILE AND
TRANSITIONAL STATE, LITTLE
EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO TRAIN
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS IN
MUSIC THEATRE SINGING PEDAGOGY.
For many classical pedagogues, much of the criticism of belting is based on a personal
dislike of the auditory and acoustic properties rather than authenticated study of how
the sound is produced (Ragsdale 33; Bevan 23). Many classical teachers simply dislike
the brightness of the musical theater sound (Noone 27). In an article written for the
Journal of Singing, Edwin noted that what is considered beautiful singing is still judged
by classical standards (39). It only has been in the last several decades that the use of
the belt voice has gained validation through scientific study.
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Tucker was very aware of the issues of musical theater belting and the young singer. He
noted that an inexperienced singer will try to push the belt too high, so the vocal folds
are not able to correctly elongate and thin. In fact, he writes, "In an adolescent voice
with limited vocal training and endurance, the risk of misuse is high (in any vocal style)"
(21). Tucker also noted that "There is not a great deal of material that deals with the
teaching of musical theater to high school students specifically" (84). Outside of a choir,
the musical is often the only other performance venue available to the high school
singer, however, since choir has its roots in classical vocal tradition, Tucker points out
that it is not helpful in preparing students for musical theater style.
While most studies of the adolescent voice agree that the voice is in a fragile and
transitional state, little effort has been made to train secondary school teachers
in music theatre singing pedagogy. Williams engaged in a study that examined the
responsibilities and preparation of secondary music educators in teaching musical
theater. Williams found that 84.6% of the schools surveyed performed a musical at
least once every other year. The majority of the work in vocal direction (80.2%) was
assigned to music teachers. Of vocal-only teachers, 65.7% agreed that undergraduate
course work prepared them to serve as vocal directors. However, only 22.4% of
instrumental-only teachers agreed that undergraduate course work prepared them
to work on musicals. Teachers who had a general music education degree reported
undergraduate preparation for musical theatre at only 7.8%.
Neither the 1974, 2002, or 2013 recommendations of the National Association of
Schools of Music (NASM) included training in musical theater vocal pedagogy as
part of the pre-service course work for music education majors. The requirements
are only that the music educator be trained and accomplished in one major area of
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performance. In addition, the requirement for a vocal performance major is just for
vocal pedagogy course work, but it does not specify style. The NASM requirements for
musical theater majors call for "vocal production and technique sufficient to present
complete roles in full production" (Handbook 158), but do not specify a particular
vocal style.
STUDY
In an attempt to further clarify the use of belt by adolescents, and the high school
musical in general, this author developed a survey comprised of 114 questions sorted
into three sections. Section One served to collect demographic information including
the subject’s in-service teaching assignments. Content was written that examined
how much classroom experience music educators had and what courses they taught
at their specific high school. Section Two examined knowledge and opinions of high
school music educators regarding the use of musical theater belt as a style and the use
of belt by female (ages 13-19) adolescent singers. Section Three collected information
regarding the subject’s undergraduate course work such as private voice lessons or
vocal pedagogy and training in the use of belt. Each section consisted of a five-point
Likert-scale or simple yes/no responses. Each question was followed by an open-ended
question that allowed (an optional) written response by the subject.
The participants in this study were choral music educators who were members
of the National Association for Music Education (NAfME) in the state of Ohio.
The population of this study was limited to choral music educators (middle-school
through professional level) as representative of educators that would have both an
undergraduate degree in teaching music and would have received some type of vocal
music training as part of that degree.
RESULTS
The findings showed that most respondents had 6-10 years of teaching experience.
The number of Master’s degrees was slightly less than double the number of
Bachelor’s degrees, and there were 4 Doctoral degrees. Seventy-one percent (71%) of
respondents were female and twenty-nine percent (29%) were male. Many different
types of choirs were represented by the respondents, including traditional, show,
jazz, a cappella, gospel, and contemporary pop. Subjects came from multiple teaching
backgrounds, including vocal music, instrumental music, general music, or a combination
of two or three areas. Several respondents teach voice privately, but most subjects
indicated that private lessons in the school setting only occurred around the annual
solo and ensemble adjudicated events.
A majority, nearly 87.4%, reported they are involved with their high school's musical.
Over eighty-five percent (85.6%) provide vocal direction and approximately sixtyseven percent (67.2%) of subjects also conduct the pit orchestra. A large percentage
(86.2%) reported knowing what belt meant and 43.7% of subjects reported feeling
confident in teaching it. The percentages were not as high for knowledge-based
questions about belting. Sixty-two percent (62%) knew that belting is not the same as
chest voice and 28.4% agreed with the statement that belting is more strenuous on
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the voice than classical singing. There was disagreement on two questions:
first, that belting causes damage to the vocal mechanism and second,
whether belting is produced using a nasal placement. A large percentage
(92.2%) agreed that belting can be taught and 77.8% were able to identify
that belting is a style, not a classification of the female voice.
The final five questions of Section 2 focused specifically on the use of
different vocal types by adolescent females. The first three questions
asked if it was appropriate for adolescent females to sing in the style
of opera, legit musical theater, and belt. The remaining two questions
asked it if was safe for adolescent females to sing in the bel canto style
or belt. A little over seventy-eight percent (78.5) of subjects felt it was
appropriate for adolescent females to sing in the non-belt musical theater
style (commonly known as legit) and 73.7% felt it was appropriate for
adolescent females to sing in the bel canto style. However, only 26.3% of
subjects felt it was appropriate for adolescent females to sing in the belt
style. Several provided written comments which gave further clarification.
Most subjects who provided comments stated it would be inappropriate
for adolescent females to sing opera. However, approximately half of
the responses to the other four questions were some version of "if
done correctly." Only a few responses focused on the preparedness or
maturity of the young voice to sing in any style. It is of interest that music
educators would feel it inappropriate for young female adolescent singers
to sing in one vocal style yet seem to feel there is room for the utilization
of other styles that have been shown in the research to be equally, if not
more so, strenuous on the voice (LeBorgne 2001, 189).
Responses to questions regarding the sort of training subjects received
as part of their undergraduate experience were revealing. Slightly over
ninety-two percent (92.2%) of subjects had a degree in music education
and 97% hold state licensure in music. When asked if they studied applied
voice in college, 85% said yes, although the amount of time was not
specified. Most of the subjects studied in the classical style (98.6%). Only
9.2% studied belt, and 59.3% studied in the musical theater legit style.
A higher-than-expected number of subjects (49.6%) reported that their
college had a musical theater voice specialist, but only 15.6% reported
having studied with that teacher. A little over seventy-six percent (76.5%)
of subjects reported having taken a vocal pedagogy class, but only 11.1%
of those who took the class received any information regarding belt.
Zero percent (0%) reported taking a class in belting, but 20.1% reported
attending classes or workshops focused on belting and 28% reported
reading material that focused on belting. It was interesting to discover that
43.7% of subjects felt confident in their ability to teach belt, even though
only 9.2% of subjects had personally studied in the belt style.
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CONCLUSION
This study revealed many avenues for further research on this topic. One of the
major areas to examine would be what influences the way educators feel about
belting. Further research could focus on developing a method to determine if beliefs
and understanding of belt are based on knowledge, misinformation, or fear. It would
be worth replicating the original study with a different population, either vocal music
educators in other states or those who identify themselves specifically as high school
theater/musical theater educators.
Another strand of research would be to follow the success and longevity of graduates.
High school students who have the opportunity to work with music educators who
know how to properly teach belt might be more successful at getting into collegiate
vocal programs or building professional careers. It would be enlightening to mine the
beliefs and knowledge of the college professors who are training these high school
teachers.
There is little in the literature regarding the use of belt by males. Indeed, there is
disagreement as to whether men belt at all, or if they do belt, if it is vocally produced
in the same manner as it is in females. It is unclear if the issues that are present for
adolescent females are the same in adolescent males. Any study into the use of belt by
males would indeed be exploratory and an entire strand of research in its own right.
Collegiate programs that train music educators need to add content regarding belt to
their curricular requirements. The one written comment that appeared over and over
again in my study was a recognition that more training was needed. Many subjects
were aware of their personal lack of knowledge regarding the use of belt. Here are
some sample comments:
• Much more needs to be done in this area in music education as many
music teachers employ this style incorrectly in musical theater as well as
show choirs…
• Wow—I never realized just how little I know about the technique of
belting. I would like to know more! I guess I don’t know how to teach it
or even if I should teach it!
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their students to pursue this style of singing. This puts us, high school
educators in a very difficult situation when we have to direct a musical
that is full of belting.
• All of my higher education has grossly neglected and/or taught me that
belting is detrimental to the voice. I would love to know more…
As educators, we have an ethical and moral responsibility to provide best practices
for our students. It therefore follows that we, as educators, must know those best
practices. If the trend in the number of productions of high school level musicals
continues, educators must be given the tools to guide young singers in good vocal
practices.
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Integration
&
Disintegration
in
Next to Norm a
By Clare Chandler

l

Romance and romantic entanglements are the fuel of traditional musical theatre, fusing
words and music (Engel and Kissel 113) to create entertaining and successful shows
with happy endings. Frequently, these happy romantic resolutions reinforce gender
hierarchies and heteronormative stereotypes: "Women wait for love, men bring it"
(Barnes 51). Tom Kitt and Brian Yorkey’s 2009 musical Next to Normal, in subverting the
audience's expectations both for a "normal" heroine and a happy ending, deviates from
the conventions of musical theatre and provides an interesting case study of accepted
notions of the traditional, integrated musical.
When Wicked opened in 2003, it initiated a new sub-genre of musical theatre: female
empowerment, or girl power musicals (Wolf 23). These shows feature strong women
who shape their own destiny. These female figures don’t need men to succeed; often
men need them. Celie (The Color Purple, 2005), Elle Woods (Legally Blonde, 2007), Jenna
(Waitress, 2015), Alison Bechdel (Fun Home, 2013/2015), and most recently the pantswearing princesses themselves, Elsa and Anna (Frozen, 2017), are other examples.
Not everyone appreciates this strand of musical theatre. New York Post columnist
Michael Riedel declared that while "Female empowerment is fine for daytime
television. . . . it’s flesh-crawling in a musical." And Terry Teachout has speculated that
female empowerment doesn’t provide enough dramatic propulsion to generate
the impetus to sing, something he feels is only inspired by "the life-changing idealism
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inherent in the search for (in Sondheim’s words) 'someone to make you come
through, / Who’ll always be there, / As frightened as you / Of being alive'."
Next to Normal falls within this sub-category of musical theatre. The musical eschews
some of the standard tropes of the conventional Broadway musical, employing rock
music to underpin themes of mental illness, grief, family dynamics, and self-preservation.
The piece unsettles "patriarchal expectations" (Taylor and Symonds 146). Next to
Normal’s central female protagonist (Diana) could be read as a weaker character by
virtue of her mental illness. Indeed, Kitt and Yorkey initially appear to be playing out the
"cure fantasy" (Fox 776) that we often witness with disabled characters (cf. Nessarose
in Wicked) as Dan and Diana seek a cure for her disability so they can live "normal"
lives. However, it soon becomes apparent that Diana is a heroine rather than a damsel
in distress, and one could argue that it is her husband, or even her daughter, who is
more in need of "rescue."
While Next to Normal does feature love stories and employs the traditional twocouple framework of musical comedy (Dan/Diana, Natalie/Henry), Diana's decision
to walk away from her family transforms the script’s dramatis personae. Diana's
transformative climactic moment allows the characters to grow (Dan recognizes his
own grief and takes steps to address it; Natalie becomes more open with Henry).
The show eschews the nearly universal "marriage trope," whereby jagged edges are
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smoothed by romantic union, often at the expense of female autonomy and identity.
This musical instead employs what Raymond Knapp has termed "the divorce trope," in
which a woman "creates the sensibility of a musical by leaving an existing unworkable
reality to invent herself" (2009, 822). Diana character arc moves toward leaving as well
as embracing her disability:
And anyway, I’m leaving
I guess that you can see
I’ll try this on my own
A life I’ve never known
I’ll face the dread alone
But I’ll be free
(Kitt and Yorkey 97).
Kitt and Yorkey are also working with and against other musical theatre traditions.
Since the heyday of Rodgers and Hammerstein and the birth of the integrated

musical, integration has been the goal of the well-crafted musical. The goal was to
flow effortlessly between song, scene and dance, conveying the stories to an audience
apparently unaware of shifts in the mode of communication. More recently, however,
Scott McMillan has argued that the driving factor in musical theatre is not seamless
integration but rather "the crackle of difference" as the musical shifts between "book
time" (scenes) and "lyric time" (songs) (6-10).
In Next to Normal, this dynamic tension is succinctly demonstrated by the six-minute
song "Who’s Crazy/My Psychopharmacologist and I," which contains short scenes
between Diana and Dr. Fine, and Natalie and Henry that mark the progression of time:
"Goodman, Diana. Bipolar depressive with delusional episodes. Sixteen year history of
medication, adjustment after one week" (Kitt and Yorkey 18). Next to Normal spends
nearly eighty per cent of the show in "lyric time," which Raymond Knapp refers to as
"suspended animation" (2009, 12). This sustained immersion in suspended time allows
Kitt and Yorkey to develop their characters while upping the emotional ante of the
show through music. Despite the spoken interjections in "Who's Crazy," audiences are
never fully released from the emotive pull of lyric time because the whole sequence is
underscored. Interestingly one of the only music-free moments is Dr Fine’s final "Hmm.
Patient stable," although the discordant musical motif leading up to this contradicts
Fine’s words (Kitt and Yorkey 22). It is not a stretch to see that Next to Normal has
influenced other musicals that have followed it: ninety-five percent of Hamilton is spent
in lyric time, and in one of the show’s most moving moments —when Hamilton is
informed of Laurens’s death—the music stops. (To determine lyric time, the album
running time is subtracted from the show's total running time to identify the time
difference, and then this is calculated as a percentage.)
Kitt and Yorkey reference music and lyrics from more traditional, "integrated" music
theatre experiences, even as they disrupt the form. Even the show's original poster,
which exhibits a staff of musical notes in both "normal" and "distorted" formats signals
that something unusual is happening here. Kitt and Yorkey make both musical and
lyrical references to Rodgers and Hammerstein's "My Favorite Things" in listing the
various medicines that Diana is being prescribed:
Zoloft and Paxil and Buspar and Xanax...
Depakote, Klonopin, Ambien, Prozac...
Ativan calms me when I see the bills—
These are a few of my favorite pills.
(Kitt and Yorkey 18)
The tonality of the original melody has shifted to achieve a more melancholy feel—at
odds with the associations we have with the original tune and its upbeat rhythms. Tying
the two musicals together invites a comparison of musical-theatre writing styles and
draws a comparison between the stories of motherhood enacted by Diana and Maria.
Hamilton invites a different kind of comparison by using the same device (and the
same composers) when Aaron Burr raps, "You've got to be carefully taught."
Besides Hamilton, it is possible to see the echoes of Next to Normal in other shows.
Pasek and Paul’s Dear Evan Hansen tackles anxiety, depression and the aftermath of
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a suicide. Here, as in Next to Normal, the dead character at the heart of the show (in
this instance Connor Murphy) reappears at key points dancing and singing with Evan.
Waitress sees the main character Jenna break away from an abusive relationship with
her husband Earl. Her separation from her husband is not the only "divorce trope"
within the show: Jenna also ends an affair she has been having with her gynecologist, Dr.
Pomatter, as she doesn’t want to settle for "happy enough."

SOME HAVE CALLED FOR THE CESSATION
OF PRODUCING THESE WORKS UNTIL THE
POSITIVE PORTRAYALS OF ETHNICALLY
DIVERSE CHARACTERS EQUAL THOSE THAT
PERPETUATE THE NEGATIVE.
Next to Normal is innovative but it is not faultless; once again a woman carries meaning
rather than creating it, since the female voice is being imagined by male writers (Harris
56). Scott Wallin has also highlighted that the Goodmans are "models of normalcy"
(Wallin cited in Fox 790) so their experience of mental health is more palatable than
the reality, sanitized for entertainment purposes and free from any financial exigencies.
However, the show unquestionably breaks new ground. As Scott Miller notes, musical
theatre is "among the most powerful tools for social change in the world today, partly
because it’s sneaky; it does its job without its audience noticing" (viii). Next to Normal
deserves to be lauded as the groundbreaking—and form-breaking—work it is.
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Australian
Musical Theatre:
Coming of Age
Internationally
By Trevor Jones

The year 2018 could be seen as a watershed for Australian
musical theatre. Muriel’s Wedding, the greatly anticipated musical
adaptation of P.J. Hogan’s 1994 movie, opened in Sydney in
January to great critical acclaim, sold-out audiences and the
announcement of further performances in 2019 (Gans). Strictly
Ballroom, the adaptation of Baz Luhrmann’s 1992 film, opened
on the West End in the spring of 2018 after runs in Australia
and Canada, and King Kong, with a score by Marius de Vries
and songs by Australian composer Eddie Perfect opened on
Broadway in November. All three productions were produced
and developed by the Australian production company Global
Creatures, which is also responsible for the adaptation of Moulin
Rouge heading towards Broadway in 2019.
Australian musical theatre composers are also having their
day. King Kong’s Perfect wrote the score for the adaptation
of Tim Burton’s film Beetlejuice which is slated to open on
Broadway in April 2019. Matthew Lee Robinson’s The Magic
School Bus toured the US and his musical Atlantis will premiere
at the Virginia Repertory Theatre in April 2019. Carmel Dean’s
Renascence with book by Dick Scanlan and lyrics based on the
poetry of Edna St Vincent Millay opened for a limited run OffBroadway in October 2018.
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MURIEL'S WEDDING | 2017
Maggie McKenna and Madeleine Jones in
Muriel’s Wedding – The Musical
Co-produced by STC and Global Creatures
Photo by Prudence Upton
Courtesy of Sydney Theatre Company

Despite these international successes, however, there is still significant discussion
in Australia around the problems of developing "the great Australian musical" and
whether these ventures will be commercially viable for producers. In a 2015 platform
paper titled "The Time Is Ripe For the Great Australian Musical," John Senczuk points
out that producers frequently find "it's easier, more cost effective, to present standard,
tested repertoire; to buy up Broadway and West End hits." This disillusionment with
a lack of local product is far from new, with Peter Fitzpatrick describing "the tale of
mostly unrealized hopes that is the Australian musical" as far back as 2001 (17). More
recently, John Frost, one of the biggest producers of musical theatre in Australia,
stated "I don’t think there will be a great Australian musical," suggesting that Australian
writers needed to move to London or New York for their works to be developed
(Tongue). In 2017, in response to the nominations for Austalia's national Helpmann
Awards, composer Eddie Perfect tweeted that "original Australian music theatre is in
real crisis" (Perfect 9:34) and commented on the lack of mainstream investment and
interest in local productions (Perfect 9:35).
Although there have been regular discussions of the problems surrounding Australian
musicals in online articles and social media forums, there is minimal academic
discourse on this topic. Peter Wyllie Johnston observes that the neglect of Australian
musicals in studies of our performing arts is curious: "In the twentieth century
not a single book was published devoted entirely to the subject, even though a
substantial number of musicals was [sic] created" (2004, 157). Fitzpatrick feels that
"the extraordinary neglect of the musical in Australian theatre studies of the last two
decades is not simply a cultural peculiarity, but reflects a wider failure of attention"
(25).
This article will trace the development of original Australian Musical Theatre and
highlight some recent shows and composers to increase international awareness. It
will also discuss some of the wider issues facing the development of new Australian
works.
HISTORY
One of the early musicals written by an Australian was Chu Chin Chow (1916),
written and directed by Australian actor Oscar Asche. The musical ran for 2,238
performances in London, setting a record lasting over 40 years (Thomson). In 1920,
an Australian musical comedy titled FFF emerged on the Tivoli Circuit, created by
Clement John de Garis with music by Melbourne composer Reginald A.A. Stoneham
(Van Straten). Lola Montez, with book by Alan Burke, lyrics by Peter Benjamin and
music by Peter Stannard, was produced by the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust
in 1958. Inspired by the American Golden Age Musicals, the plot focuses on the true
story of the scandalous dancer’s visit to the goldfields of Ballarat in 1855. The musical
was adapted for television in 1962 and was recently revised and presented in concert
in the hopes of a revival.
Other musicals celebrating parochially Australian stories include the 1961 musical The
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JOHN FROST, ONE OF THE BIGGEST
PRODUCERS OF MUSICAL THEATRE IN
AUSTRALIA, STATED "I DON’T THINK THERE
WILL BE A GREAT AUSTRALIAN MUSICAL..."
Sentimental Bloke, Manning Clark’s History of Australia (1988) and 7 Little Australians:
The Musical (1988). The story of famous Australian Bush Ranger Ned Kelly has been
told on the musical stage twice: Ned Kelly, a rock opera by Patrick Flynn and legendary
Australian performer Reg Livermore was produced in 1978 and Ned—A New
Australian Musical, with music and lyrics by Adam Lyon and book by Anna Lyon and
Marc McIntyre, which premiered in Bendigo in 2015. The Eureka Rebellion of 1854, a
revolt against the colonial authority of the United Kingdom during the Ballarat Gold
Rush, was musicalized in the 2004 production Eureka with music by Michael Maurice
Harvey, book and lyrics by Gale Edwards and John Senczuk and original book and
lyrics by Maggie May Gordon. The Australian obsession with sporting celebrities was
parodied in Eddie Perfect’s 2008 Shane Warne: The Musical. Even Australian politicians
were celebrated in the 2005 satirical musical Keating! by Casey Bennetto. Some critics,
however, suggest that the "Australian-ness" of these works may limit their potential
interest for international audiences. John Frost states that "the minute you use the
word Australian it makes it sound very parochial" (Tongue).
From 1990, Australia produced some notable works with Australian stories from
composers including David King (Mary Bryant, The Good Fight), Anthony Crowley (The
Villain of Flowers, Nathaniel Storm), Alan John ( Jonah, Snugglepot and Cuddlepie) and
Peter Pinne (Caroline, Prisoner: Cell Block H). A number of composers, including King
and John collaborated with the remarkable Australian writer Nick Enright, considered
"the most experienced professional Australian lyricist of his generation and the most
influential" (Johnston, 2014, xvii).
During this period, Australian composers and lyricists began to explore how to
capture the Australian voice in musical theatre and to develop original stories:
The tacit ‘rule’ for Broadway writers since the 1920s has been to adapt
musicals from other sources, usually books, plays or films. Enright
followed this principle with The Venetian Twins, The Betrothed and The
Boy from Oz, but in many other works—On The Wallaby, Buckley’s!,
Summer Rain, Orlando Rourke and Miracle City, he created the story
himself.
(Johnston, 2004, xix)
The first indigenous Australian musical to gain mainstream success was Jimmy Chi’s
Bran Nue Dae which toured Australia in the early 1990s. It was adapted into a 2010
feature film with an all-star Australian cast including Academy Award winning actor
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Geoffrey Rush and extraordinary indigenous Australian actors Ernie Dingo, Jessica
Mauboy and Deborah Mailman. It was one of the most successful Australian films
of all time, grossing over $7 million. Other indigenous musicals followed including
Corrugation Road (1996), also by Jimmy Chi, and The Sunshine Club (1999) by Wesley
Enoch and John Rodgers.
The significance of the Aboriginal Australian musicals must also
be understood in the broader historical context since they reflect
fundamental changes in the wider society.
(Johnston, 2004, 169)
Probably the most successful Australian musicals internationally, though, have been
jukebox musicals—notably The Boy From Oz and Priscilla Queen of the Desert. Both
musicals ran on Broadway, with The Boy From Oz garnering a 2004 Tony Award
for Hugh Jackman in the lead role and Priscilla winning a 2011 Tony Award for Best
Costume Design as well as receiving a nomination for Tony Sheldon as Best Leading
Actor in a Musical. Priscilla Queen of the Desert now features on Norwegian Cruise
Lines.
AUSTRALIAN MUSICALS IN THE 21ST CENTURY
In defining an Australian musical, Senczuk says:
by 'homegrown,' or 'indigenous' musical I mean works that are
conceived, written, composed or auteured by Australian creative artists.
Australian musicals do not necessarily demand Australian subject
matter, but the very act of bringing the work before an audience,
providing it with an Australian sensibility, a unique view of the world, or
an Australian style or idiom, qualifies its inclusion in the canon.
Peter Wyllie Johnston explores "Australian-ness" in musical theatre in great detail in
his 2004 article by discussing six different categories of musicals ranging from works
with no Australian music or lyrics to "All-Australian" works including Indigenous
Australians. He says:
Examining these works through the filter of their ‘Australian-ness,’ it
becomes clear that the history of Australian musical theatre has much
to tell us about our own culture since colonization and the changing
nature of ‘Australian-ness’ itself: from expatriates seeking fame and
validation overseas, to our embrace and imitation of foreign forms, to
more fundamental questions of how we tell our own history and stories
(and what indeed these might be) – and finally to our very late inclusion
of Indigenous Australians in all aspects of our society.
(2004, 162)
SWEET CHARITY | 2018
Columbia College Chicago
Directed by Ashton Byrum
Choreographed by Amy Uhl
Music Directed by Jermaine Hill
Photo by Sarah Nandola

In recent times, adaptation has been a successful venture, as shown by the successes
of Muriel’s Wedding, Priscilla Queen of the Desert, Strictly Ballroom and, more recently,
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Ladies In Black and The Dressmaker. One of the benefits of developing our own local
musicals, however, is the opportunity to tell Australian stories on a global stage. There
have been a handful of original Australian Musicals that have resonated with audiences
internationally in the 21st Century.
The Hatpin by James Millar and Peter Rutherford is the chilling true story of Amber
Martin, who gave up her son in Sydney in 1892, later discovering that he has been
murdered by the Makin family. The musical then recounts the arrest and trial of the
family who murdered several infants and continued to take regular support payments
from desperate parents. The musical has received productions in Sydney, Melbourne,
Perth, New York (as part of the New York Musical Theatre Festival) and London with
growing interest around Australian from community musical theatre companies. A
cast recording featuring Tony-nominated Caroline O’Connor (Anastasia) was released
in 2008. Notable songs that stand alone for auditions and performances include
"Puddles" and "The Hand of Courage."

WHILE WE ARE PROUD TO BE
CELEBRATING SOME SUCCESSES IN
AUSTRALIAN MUSICAL THEATRE,
THE QUESTION OF HOW AUSTRALIA
WILL ENCOURAGE THE CREATION OF
ORIGINAL, EXPORTABLE AUSTRALIAN
MUSICAL THEATRE LINGERS.
Dean Bryant and Mathew Frank have written several chamber musicals with universal
themes that have had some international success. Prodigal, inspired by The Prodigal
Son bible story, focuses on gay, 18-year-old Luke and his journey of self-discovery. It
was staged by the York Theatre Company in 2002 featuring Christian Borle and Kerry
Butler in leading roles. Some notable stand-alone songs include "When I Was A Kid"
and "Brand New Eyes." Another of their shows, Once We Lived Here, tells the story of
Amy, who runs the family sheep station in rural Australia. As the family gathers, Amy
has to decide if she’s holding on to tradition or if she’s stuck in a place built on lies and
myths. The musical premiered in Melbourne in 2009 and an original cast recording
is available. It premiered in New York in 2013 and in London in 2014. "As Far As The
Eye Can See" is a stunning example of Bryant and Frank’s unique musical voice.
Of course, one of the most significant Australian musical theatre composers to
emerge in recent years is Tim Minchin, who was nominated for the Tony Award for
Best Original Score for Matilda the Musical and Groundhog Day The Musical, though
both shows were developed in the United Kingdom and source material is British and
American, respectively.
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DEVELOPING NEW MUSICALS
In Australia, there are only a few avenues for composers and writers to develop
new musical theatre works, and there is limited support for larger, more ambitious
undertakings. New Musicals Australia, which receives funding from the Australian
Government through the Australia Council for the Arts, has a number of programs to
support the development and performance of new Australian works. Their First Look
program enables writers and composers to present a 10-minute showcase of a new piece
in progress and receive feedback from industry professionals. Their core program chooses
up to 10 musicals from an annual, national submission process to present 20 minutes of
a completed work. Four shows are then selected to be read in full with a company of
actors, and two of those works are then chosen for a developmental workshop with a
closed presentation for an Advisory Panel. A finalist from among these musicals is then
staged in a full season at the Hayes Theatre in Sydney. Shows developed through this
process to date are The Detective’s Handbook (2016), Melba (2017), and Evie May–A Tivoli
Story (2018).
Home Grown is a Melbourne-based, not-for-profit company that produces regular
concerts dedicated to Australian repertoire. Many of these performances are filmed
and made available via YouTube. Their website, which also sells sheet music, has been
instrumental in promoting Australian songs and composers. In 2016, they launched The
Grassroots Initiative—a long-term development project to provide opportunities for
writers to hone their craft and skill, as well as develop a work through readings for an
industry panel. Six musicals per year have been featured in this project. In 2018, the first of
the Australian Musical Theatre Playlists was launched online to publicize these writers and
make their songs available to all.
As in the US, schools play a part in the writing, development and performance of new
Australian musicals. Monash University recently established a Musical Theatre Artists
in Residence Program in partnership with The Pratt Foundation and The Production
Company. The Arts Academy at Federation University, Ballarat has recently staged
a number of Australian musicals. The Victorian College of the Arts incorporated the
development of new works into their Musical Theatre Curriculum. The Western
Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA) has a long history of developing
Australian musicals, including David King and Nick Enright’s works Mary Bryant and The
Good Fight, and new work is currently in development at the Queensland Conservatorium,
Griffith University.
At present, there is no college degree for musical theatre writers in Australia. Some
writers have completed graduate degrees in other areas of writing and steered their
studies towards musical theatre. Others come to the US, such as emerging composer
Alanya Bridge and lyricist Cal Silberstein, who have enrolled in the Graduate Musical
Theatre Writing Program at New York University. Close mentorship is essential to the
development of composers and writers. The establishment of a degree program, a version
of the UK's Mercury Musical Development program, or an iteration of the New York
BMI Lehman Engel Musical Theatre Workshop would be instrumental in developing and
training new Australian writers.
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Another possible solution was offered by David Yazbeck, the acclaimed Broadway
composer, in response to Eddie Perfect’s tweet about Australian musical theatre in
crisis (Perfect 9:34). Yazbeck proposed a "bank" funded by a ticketing surcharge that
could only be accessed for developing Australian shows.
Finally, the issue of diversity must be included in this discussion, with a specific focus
on how we can encourage a range of voices in our homegrown musical theatre
works, encompassing Australia’s broad multicultural heritage as well as achieving even
gender representation in our casts and creative teams.
CONCLUSION
While we are proud to be celebrating some successes in Australian musical theatre,
the question of how Australia will encourage the creation of original, exportable
Australian musical theatre lingers. In 2001, Peter Fitzpatrick suggested that we need to
be

Another issue that bears discussing is whether we need to develop our own, uniquely
Australian musical voice for our musical theatre works. Composers and writers
currently active in Australia have naturally been influenced by American composers
such as Stephen Sondheim, Jason Robert Brown, and Pasek and Paul. But Kate
Miller-Heidke and Keir Nuttall’s score for Muriel’s Wedding incorporated stylistic
elements from Miller-Heidke’s own alternative pop career (exemplified in the hilarious
songs "Can’t Hang" and "Shared, Viral, Linked, Liked"). And Yve Blake’s recently
workshopped musical Fangirls, supported by Australian Theatre for Young People, is a
unique use of electronic dance music in a score the writer has described as "Beyonce
concert meets Rave meets Church."
Although "Australia’s commercial producers have generally avoided involvement
with Australian musicals" (Johnston, 2004, 166), the recent, internationally successful
musicals discussed at the beginning of this article were primarily developed by
commercial producers like Global Creatures, or through collaborations between
commercial producers and government-funded theatre companies. "The relative
shortage and timidity in Australia of the kind of private investors on whose money
both Broadway and off-Broadway have been built is a major part of the problem,
obviously" (Fitzpatrick 23).
John Senczuk offered a solution in his Platform Paper:
We need a new, constituted national funding agency to be
inaugurated—let's call it, the Australian Music Theatre Foundation
(AMTF)—with a primary goal of providing financial support at crucial
developmental stages of new 'book' musical or opera collaborations.
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proclaiming the value and significance of the form, the achievements
that have been made sporadically and against the odds in Australia, the
quality of some of the writing which is being done for it here and now,
and the crisis in which it remains for the want of decent funding and
serious attention.
(27)
Seventeen years later, we are still crying for these things and it is only through
continued advocacy and academic discourse that we can start to address these issues.
Perhaps Global Creatures’ recent successes with King Kong, Strictly Ballroom and Moulin
Rouge will pave the way for that company to develop more original Australian content
like Muriel’s Wedding or even an entirely original work. This could, then, lay down
the challenge to other Australian producers so that we may start to enter our own
golden age of Australian musical theatre.
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BONNIE & CLYDE | 2017
Rider University
Directed & Choreographed by Robin Lewis
Music Directed by Nathan Hurwitz
Photo courtesy of Rider University

chatting with Anastasia's

CHRISTY
ALTOMARE
Interview by Terry Greenland

Christy Altomare grew up in Yardley, Pennsylvania. She attended Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music for her undergraduate studies in Musical Theater. After
graduation, she toured as Wendla in the national tour of Spring Awakening.
She was Sue in Carrie Off-Broadway and later made her Broadway debut as
Sophie in Mamma Mia on Broadway. She is currently starring in the title role
of Anastasia on Broadway.
TERRY GREENLAND: I have known Christy Altomare, star of Anastasia since
eighth grade when she began studying voice with me in Yardley, Pennsylvania. Over
the years, we have kept in touch through her many roles, shows and adventures. Since
then she has, of course, had many people along the way that have contributed to her
successes. Christy, The Music Theatre Educator’s Alliance is a group of teachers and
administrators from multiple universities who train students in professional musical
theatre programs. Given the mission of the group, can you talk about what aspects of
your musical theater training you found to be the most helpful as you moved into the
professional world?
CHRISTY ALTOMARE: The most helpful lesson I learned is really just a rule for life.
It was something I learned indirectly from the training I received. That is, every person
is on their own unique path. There is no such thing as competition, except the battle
to try to be your own best self.
The journey of self-acceptance and respect for all people regardless of where they are
in their path is a valuable one. The more you love yourself and others the more you
can move forward with a clear heart and mind. The better your headspace the better
your performance—every time.
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TG: After graduation, you spent two years on the road as Wendla in Spring
Awakening; what valuable things did that experience teach you?

TG: What do you do physically to keep in the best shape for this demanding
role?

CA: The greatest lessons I learned during my two years on the road are these:

CA: I am still working on this. I haven’t found the balance yet. Some months are
better than others. It is a process and you must be able to really listen to your body.
Some days you need to push yourself to go to the gym and other days you need to
sleep for twelve hours. It’s a constant push-pull.

First, people are inherently good everywhere you go.
The second thing I learned was that working with an understudy makes you a better
actor. Honor an understudy. When onstage with an understudy, don't be afraid to let
the present moment with a new scene partner take you to places you never thought
your character could go.
Third, life is short. Enjoy the time you have while you have it before it is gone . . . but
also, take care of yourself. Performing on tired vocal folds is no fun.
Finally, the fourth thing I learned was being a lead requires a lot more than just
performing that lead onstage. Be good to your cast. Show them all kindness,
understanding, and respect.
TG: In this very competitive business, what advice can you offer to young
artists just beginning their journey?
CA: Sometimes the best thing to do is to find a quiet space. Get yourself into a state
of peace. Then, listen to your gut. If something doesn’t feel right, don’t do it. Every
action you take regarding your training or career should be for a good reason that
you can justify in your heart and mind! In this business you can waste a lot of time.
The best way to stop that is by focusing your energy exclusively on the things that
mean something to you.
TG: You just celebrated the 500th show of Anastasia on Broadway.
Congratulations! Can you talk about your audition experience and winning
the role?
CA: I auditioned one early morning in February. I did a “chemistry” call back with my
leading man a couple of hours later. I booked Anastasia the next morning.
I think the one thing most people don’t talk about was all the things I did before
I walked in the door. I decided to shift some things in my life at the beginning of
January. I went to the gym every day at five in the morning. I focused on keeping
my room and apartment clean. I started cooking healthy meals. I kept a log of all my
accomplishments throughout each day. I started focusing my energy on getting excited
about my life. When the audition for Anastasia came my way, I couldn’t wait to walk
through the door and show them what I had been working on in my life. I didn’t care
if I booked it or not. I just was so excited that I got to perform the songs from the
show in my audition. I was ultimately grateful. I believe these things along with hard
work and preparation helped me book the role.
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TG: I have marveled how generous you are with your fans waiting in line
outside after each show. You even post Instagram videos when you are
offstage during the show. Can you talk about this experience?
CA: Yes! I love interacting with fans of our show so much! I am pretty active on
Instagram. During the show I have one fifteen minute break where I like to Instagram
Live. Fans and supporters of the show can tune in each day to get a backstage look at
what is happening at Anastasia. I also love to do the stage door line after each show. It
brings me such joy to make a connection with as many people as I can, take pictures,
and sign playbills.

SOMETIMES THE BEST THING TO DO
IS TO FIND A QUIET SPACE.
GET YOURSELF INTO A STATE OF
PEACE. THEN, LISTEN TO YOUR GUT.
IF SOMETHING DOESN’T FEEL RIGHT,
DON’T DO IT.
TG: You are presently writing a book. Can you talk about that a bit?
CA: During all of my stage-door interactions I found myself giving tips and advice to
young teens who were aspiring actors. I would also just give advice to anyone who
asked for it about anything. I decided to write a book to explain the tactics I use to
have the best mental health and also some tips about how I kept my focus on my
craft.
TG: While starring in eight shows a week, how do you enjoy life outside the
theater?
CA: It is hard to have much of a life outside of eight shows a week. Most of the time I
am staying as silent as I can and resting my body. If I do get time to go out, I try to see
a show. I recently saw Escape to Margaritaville and Hamilton. I find that there is nothing
more inspiring than watching theatre while you are in the run of a show. I am always
learning and growing. I take something with me from every performance I see.
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BOOK REVIEW
by Trevor Jones

MUSIC ESSENTIALS FOR SINGERS & ACTORS:
FUNDAMENTALS OF NOTATION, SIGHT-SINGING
AND MUSIC THEORY
by Andrew Gerle
HAL LEONARD BOOKS, 2018, pp. 448.
$34.99 PAPERBACK
Music theory is not always a musical
theatre student's favorite subject. Andrew
Gerle’s new textbook unlocks many of the
mysteries of musical notation for singers
and actors with clear explanations of music
theory concepts given in an engaging,
conversational tone.
Andrew Gerle is a composer, pianist,
musical director and educator who teaches
at Yale University and the Manhattan
School of Music. As a composer, he is
known for his musicals Meet John Doe,
The Tutor and Gloryana. His previous book
The Enraged Accompanist’s Guide To The
Perfect Audition is a popular text for singers
approaching auditions.
The early chapters of this book start with
the very basics of music theory (rhythm,
notes, clefs and staves). These early
concepts are covered in great detail and,
while it may seem a little rudimentary
for singers with some pre-existing theory
knowledge, it proves an excellent resource
and grounding in the elements of music
theory specifically required for musical
theatre performers. Throughout the book,
Gerle keeps the focus on the practical application of music theory and omits more
complex theoretical concepts that are not as necessary for singers and actors. Each
chapter also includes exercises to practice the new skills learned.
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The real selling point is Gerle’s use of an incredibly diverse array of musical examples
from musical theatre to demonstrate the concepts covered. The use of musical
theatre songs to demonstrate intervals, for example, is a particularly refreshing
addition. Each chapter also has a witty title linking a showtune to the content of the
chapter (eg. "Willkommen," "I Got Rhythm," "I Know Things Now").
Gerle hits his stride in the later chapters when he brings all of the music theory
elements from the earlier chapters into a practical strategy for sight-singing. His
1-STARRT analysis method to assist sight-singing gives a useful practical framework to
help singers to develop their reading skills. The chapter on score reading for dramatic
and character analysis is a particularly interesting discussion of how the musical
elements of a song can be used to inform performance, but it could go into even
more detail. Perhaps the author intends a follow-up book.
The appendices are thorough, including the interval recognition examples and a
detailed list of definitions of common terms used throughout the book. Gerle has
absolutely achieved his mission: to “provide an in-depth method that could help
everyone, regardless of musical experience or training, become a proficient sightsinger, fluent in the written language of music and confident in a rehearsal room.”

BOOK REVIEW
by Jenna Lee Moore

BACKSTAGE PASS TO BROADWAY:
MORE TRUE TALES FROM A THEATRE PRESS AGENT
by Susan L. Shulman
GOODREADS PRESS, 2018; pp. 190.
$17.95 PAPERBACK, $8.99 EBOOK.
Backstage Pass to Broadway: More True Tales from a Theatre Press Agent is a tell-all book
describing Susan L. Schulman’s experiences as a Broadway (and sometimes TV & Film)
press agent. Foregoing any chronological order, the book details the most interesting
stories and encounters Schulman has had with Broadway actors, directors, and
producers. It provides insight into the work and role of a press agent as well as the
inner workings of the Broadway world and the personalities that inhabit it.
Susan L. Schulman holds a bachelor’s degree in Theatre and English from NYU as
well as a Master’s degree in Theatre Arts from Columbia University. She is a member
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of the Association of Theatrical Press Agents and Managers. She owns her own
theatrical press office and has been a theatrical press agent for more than 40 years.
Schulman’s Broadway productions include Dream, Dancin’, State Fair, Applause, Sly Fox,
Death of a Salesman, Scapino, Death and the Maiden, A Streetcar Named Desire, Crazy
for You, and Requiem for a Heavyweight.
Schulman organizes her book as a series of vignettes featuring various Broadway,
television, and film projects she has worked on. In a narrative style, Schulman openly
and honestly discusses the various personalities that lead to either the success or
failure of each production. Each chapter reads as an individual tale and keeps the
reader’s attention.
The book begins with Schulman’s introduction to theatre and how she became a
press agent. The final two chapters describe the role of a press agent and how the
business has changed over time. While not completely applicable for an academic
classroom, Schulman does offer information that would help young professionals who
are interested in the business of theatre.
Backstage Pass to Broadway feels at times like a gossip column, giving theatre lovers
and theatre professionals alike an inside look at the personalities of Broadway actors,
producers, and directors. The most
striking tales include Lauren Bacall’s rise
to stardom in the production of Applause,
the misfortunes and misbehavior of actor
Zero Mostel and director John Dexter
in The Merchant of Venice, the issues and
lawsuits involving Rodgers & Hammerstein,
and finally, the author's own touching
relationship with Mary Martin.
Susan L. Schulman has written an easy
and entertaining read for both Broadway
professionals and theatre enthusiasts alike.

BOOK REVIEW

by Lauren Mikea l Weber
THE PROFESSIONAL ACTOR’S HANDBOOK: FROM
CASTING CALL TO CURTAIN CALL
by Julio Agustin with Kathleen Potts
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHERS, 2017, pp. 228.
$60 HARDBACK, $30 PAPERBACK, $28.50 EBOOK.
The Professional Actor’s Handbook: From
Casting Call to Curtain Call provides
comprehensive and clear strategies for
young performers transitioning into the
professional world. In this book, Agustin
(with assistance from Potts) has created a
step-by-step guide to understanding what
it takes to be a working theatre performer.
The book, divided into four main sections,
provides seventeen success strategies that
map out practical ways to prepare for, and
establish oneself as a professional actor and
musical theater performer in the industry.
Primary Author Julio Agustin is an assistant
professor of theatre and dance at James
Madison University with Broadway credits
that include Chicago and Fosse. He also
runs an audition studio, the Transition
Workshop, in New York City. Assisting
with authorship of this book is Kathleen
Potts, an academic, dramaturge and awardwinning playwright on faculty at CUNY
(City College of New York).
The four main sections of the book are:
(I) Branding Strategies for the Professional
Actor, (II) Success Strategies for the Stage
and Screen, (III) Marketing and Networking Strategies for the Successful Performer
and (IV) Offstage and Professional Strategies. This book is set up as a workbook with
thought-provoking questions and homework to complete throughout.
It is essential to work through Part I before moving onto various other sections in the
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book in order for the reader to identify their “Unique Selling Proposition” (or USPs as
they are referred to in later chapters). Identifying USPs is a central theme of the book.
These USPs are used throughout create a complete "brand" for the performer in each
aspect of the auditioning, networking, and negotiating processes they will encounter as
part of an entertainment career.
Agustin’s Transition Workshop is referred to throughout the book to provide
examples and test the theories he espouses, but the book could easily be used as
a text for a college class or serve as a stand-alone, self-guided resource for aspiring
actors. After completing Part I, actors could easily skip around to the chapters of
interest/need, or work through the book in order.
From the basic building blocks of creating a resume and taking a headshot, to a more
detailed look into negotiating a contract, finding a mentor, and networking, this book
is an excellent resource for the transitioning artist or an artist in need of rebranding.
Agustin and Potts provide clear steps and guidance to eliminate some of the mystery
of the audition process and help artists turn dreams into realities.

BOOK REVIEW

by Andrew Barratt Lewis

BROADWAY TO MAIN STREET:
HOW SHOW TUNES ENCHANTED AMERICA
by Laurence Maslon
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2018; pp. 272.
$30.92 HARDCOVER, $23.99 EBOOK.
Spanning from the early distribution of sheet music to the modern world of iTunes
and YouTube, this book chronicles America’s relationship with the music of Broadway.
In Broadway to Main Street, Laurence Maslon proposes that the strongest relationship
between the American public and any given musical is sound recording. Whether via
cast albums or show-tune singles, the music, as experienced in American living rooms,
creates memories that last. Although the book is organized along a chronological
timeline, Maslon is not afraid to detour for fascinating anecdotes and introductions to
some of the recording industry’s major players. This book is the perfect companion to
any thorough study of musical theatre history.
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Laurence Maslon is no stranger to the world of musical theatre recordings, and this
book seems to be an extension of his weekly radio broadcast, Broadway to Main
Street, which airs on NPR-affiliate station WPPB-FM. He also cowrote the PBS series
Make 'Em Laugh and two episodes of the Emmy-winning Broadway: The American
Musical as well as its companion volume.
Furthermore, he is the Associate Chair/
Arts Professor at the Graduate Acting
Program at New York University’s Tisch
School of the Arts.
The book is divided into 14 chapters which
neatly follow the progression of sound
recording and the effects this progression
had on cast albums. Maslon not only
describes the history of cast recordings
but genuinely demystifies their public allure
and societal impact. The book expertly
guides the reader from the earliest of
sound recordings through the lifespan of
the record and then to radio, television,
cassette tapes, compact discs, and the
multitude of audio access points available
via the internet. Through all this, Maslon
seamlessly connects each technological
advance to the life and vitality of Broadway
cast recordings.
An invaluable addition to the book is its
companion website which offers 40 plus
sound bites for the reader to experience.
These audio samples range from “Yankee
Doodle Boy” to Hamilton’s “History Has
Its Eyes On You” as performed by John
Legend. The companion website does for the reader just what Maslon has suggested
the Broadway cast album does for listeners: allows them to experience a “souvenir”
from the past. The main focus of Broadway to Main Street is the first half of the 20th
century and thus it deals heavily with the “golden age” of musical theatre. This focus is
not misdirected given the importance of the period. However, a more proportionate
emphasis on the last 40 years and perhaps some hypothesis as to where the
Broadway cast album is headed would more completely round out Maslon’s book.
Broadway to Main Street is a valuable asset to any musical theatre historian and
would be an interesting additional text for a Musical Theatre History course. Its tone
and sentiment make it easy to read, interesting, and accessible to a wide-range of
audiences. While the book will sit especially well with musical theatre aficionados, it is
sure to strike a chord with all those lucky enough to remember being transported to
a new world via a Broadway cast recording.
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SUBJECT AREA EDITORS
ACTING
Charles Gilbert cgilbert@uarts.edu
Tracey Moore journalmtea@gmail.com
Nicole Stinton nicolestinton@outlook.com
DIRECTING | HISTORY
David Coolidge dwcoolidge@anderson.edu
Laura Josepher laura@contemporarymusicaltheatre.com
Matthew Teague Miller mtmiller@csuchico.edu
Nathan Stith nstith@trinity.edu
DANCE | MOVEMENT
Julie Lyn Barber julielynbarber@gmail.com
Rene Pulliam rpulliam@olemiss.edu
VOCAL COACHING | MUSIC DIRECTION
Joel Gelpe jgelpe@ithaca.edu
Aimee Radics radicsa16@ecu.edu
Christine Riley criley@mmm.edu
David Sisco david@contemporarymusicaltheatre.com
SINGING
Terry Greenland tgreenland@uarts.edu
Thomas Gregg tgregg@bostonconservatory.edu
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GODSPELL | 2018
The Biz - Escola de Artes (Brazil)
Directed by Andre Gress
Musical Directed by Andrey Barbosa
Choreographed by Thais de Melo & Bruno Peixoto

CONTRIBUTOR
BIOS
CLARE CHANDLER is a Lecturer in Musical Theatre at Edge Hill University in the
UK. Her research interests include the impact of technology on the development of
contemporary musical theatre, feminism and musical theatre, and pedagogical practice
and performer training. Clare recently completed an MA in Musical Theatre with
Distinction at Goldsmiths University.

ANDREW BARRATT LEWIS is an Assistant Professor of Musical Theatre at
Weber State University where he specializes in Musical Theatre Acting, Voice, and
History. He earned an MFA in Musical Theatre from the University of Central Florida.
He currently serves on the Executive Board for the Musical Theatre Educators’ Alliance.
www.andrewbarrattlewis.com

TERRY BOYLE GREENLAND is an Adjunct Associate Professor at the
University of the Arts in the great city of Philadelphia. She has taught voice for musical
theatre for the past 27 years in the Brind School for the Arts and has operated a
private voice in Yardley for 36 years. Terry has seen many of her students excel on
Broadway, in opera, on national and international tours, in regional theater, and as music
educators.

JENNA LEE MOORE is an Assistant Professor of Musical Theatre at Southeast
Missouri State University (SEMO). Recent music directing credits include “An American
Hero” at the New York Musical Festival. She has previously published in the Voice and
Speech Review and Gender, Education, Music, and Society. Dr. Moore holds a DMA in
Vocal Pedagogy from the University of Miami.

MITCHELL HANLON is a Professor of Theatre at California State University
Fullerton where he coordinates the Musical Theatre BFA. He is a leading musical
director and vocal coach in Southern California, and has enjoyed 25 seasons and 350+
concerts at the Hollywood Bowl as performer, vocal coach, and assistant conductor.
Dozens of his private vocal students have worked on Broadway or national tours.
TREVOR JONES is a Lecturer in Musical Theatre at the Queensland
Conservatorium, Griffith University. He is a leading advocate for Australian musical
theatre and is currently working towards a PhD in Musical Theatre through the
University of Melbourne (Victorian College of the Arts), with a focus on coaching
opera singers in musical theatre repertoire. Trevor is in demand as a musical director,
conductor, educator and performer.
LAURA JOSEPHER has been directing, teaching, and coaching professionally for
the past 25 years. Based in New York, she runs www.ContemporaryMusicalTheatre.
com with business partner David Sisco. The site is a resource that helps teachers,
students, and professionals find well-written, largely unpublished, contemporary musical
theatre songs. Member SDC. www.laurajosepher.com
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JOHN PIKE is an Adjunct Professor at The Hartt School, University of Hartford.
He teaches music theatre history, text analysis, contemporary theatre, and is a
stage director and musical director. Previously, as Artistic Associate/Dramaturg for
Goodspeed Musicals, he contributed to more than 100 productions and served as
publisher of Show Music Magazine. His articles have appeared in Playbill, The Sondheim
Review, and Dramatists Quarterly.
JAN PROKOP is the Associate Music Theater Voice Coordinator and Adjunct
Professor at Montclair State University Cali School of Music. She is also an Associate
Adjunct Professor in the Department of Otolaryngology and Surgery at the University
of Utah, and a Body Mapping educator across the US. Former students work on
Broadway, regional theatres, and national tours. Jan has performed throughout the
United States, Brazil and Europe. Dr. Prokop received her DM from Indiana University.
www.janprokop.com
DAVID SISCO is a freelance voice teacher who lectures nationally and
internationally. He also musical directs, is a commissioned composer, and every once in
a while takes the stage himself. He co-authored Mastering College Musical Auditions with
Laura Josepher, with whom he runs the website, ContemporaryMusicalTheatre.com.
www.davidsisco.com
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STEVEN SPARLING is an adjunct Professor at Sheridan College and previously
taught at the London College of Music from 2010-2018. Performances include
London’s West End and at regional theatres across the UK and Canada. His PhD at
Goldsmiths, University of London, is looking at barriers to sustainability in creative
careers.
LAUREN M. WEBER is a Lecturer in Theatre at Baylor University, teaching
musical theatre and musical theatre voice, and serving as music director. She holds
an MFA in Theatre (Musical Theatre) and an MM (Vocal Performance) as well as
certificates from the CCM institute at Shenandoah Conservatory and training with
Sheri Sanders as a "Rock The Audition" coach. Lauren also trained in Vocology with Dr.
Ingo Titze at the National Center For Voice and Speech.
NANCY ANDERSEN WOLFGANG teaches musical theater at the University
of Northern Colorado. Areas of focus include the development of the mix-belt voice
in young singers and acting the song. Dr. Wolfgang earned a MM in Musical Theater
Performance from the Boston Conservatory, and a PhD in Music Education from
Kent State. She is the President-elect of Musical Theater for the Southeastern Theatre
Conference (SETC). For a full copy of the study referenced in her article, please email
her at nancy.wolfgang@unco.edu.
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MO USA
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European Co-Vice President | Thomas Agerholm, Det Danske
Scenekunstskole, Musicalakademi, Fredericia, DK
Treasurer | Stephen Brotebeck, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA
USA
Secretary | Matt Edwards, Shenandoah Conservatory, Winchester, VA USA
Director of Communications | Jacob Brent, Shenandoah Conservatory,
Winchester, VA USA
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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Musical Theatre Educators’ Alliance International was founded in 1999 as a means
for teachers of young professional artists to come together and exchange ideas,
methodologies, and solutions to common challenges in the academic settings of
universities and conservatories.

HOW TO SUBMIT

We welcome submissions in a variety of formats (written text, digital, artwork). You
do not need to be a member of MTEA to submit.
SUBJECT AREAS
Music theatre education covers a variety of subject areas including, but not limited to:
acting
singing
music
dance
movement
audition techniques
career preparation
social media & publicity
direction
music direction
choreography
design or production

musical film
digital entrepreneurship
new media
composition
lyric-writing
tenure & promotion
music theatre history
repertoire
new works development
practicing
career concerns
collaboration

Our focus is primarily the college level (undergrad and grad), but we welcome
submissions having to do with the professional career or with high school that are
relevant to our membership or mission. We also seek interviews with notable people
as well as book, cast album, or performance reviews.

workplace issues
techniques
coaching
recruitment
industry trends
mental & physical health
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• The deadline for submissions for the second issue will be July 15, 2019.
• There is no limit or requirement on submission length, however, the editorial
staff reserves the right to edit for length.
• Please submit photographs (minimum of 2) with your piece, along with show
information (place, date, director, title of show) and photographer name if
available.
• Please follow MLA guidelines for citations and Work Cited lists.
• Authors are responsible for acquiring all permissions, including photographs.
• Please submit in a Word (.doc or docx) file and send via email to: Tracey
Moore at journalmtea@gmail.com. Include a 50-word bio.
Article submissions will be peer reviewed. Feature submissions, such as Coach's
Corner, may not be. Editorial decisions are as follows:
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1. Accepted for publication
2. Assigned to a Subject Editor for editing and rewrites as needed
3. Recommended for re-submit after substantial rewrite for current/future issues
4. Declined
If your piece is selected for publication, you must sign a release giving permission for
use by MTEA. If requested rewrites are not returned by assigned deadline, the piece
will not be published.
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FEATURED PHOTOGRAPHY
Photo 01 | Chicago, Auburn University, 2018. Photo by Bob Sanders.
Photo 02 | Company, San Diego State University, 2018. Photo by Ken Jacques.
Photo 03 | A Chorus Line, University of Alabama, 2017. Photo by Profirio Solarzano.
Photo 04 | The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee, University of Alabama, 2018. Photo by Profirio Solarzano.
Photo 05 | Sweet Charity, The Hartt School, University of Hartford, 2018. Photo by Larry Rowe.
Photo 06 | 9 to 5, Western Kentucky University, 2018. Photo by Jeff Smith.
Photo 07 | Oklahoma!, Rider University, 2018. Photo courtesy of Rider University.
Photo 08 | High Fidelity, Columbia College, 2018. Photo by Claire McConnell.
Photo 09 | The Last 5 Years, Penn State University, 2018. Photo courtesy of Penn State University.
Photo 10 | A Chorus Line, Texas State University, 2017. Photo courtesy of Texas State University.
Photo 11 | The Drowsy Chaperone, University of Northern Colorado, 2017. Photo courtesy of UNCo.
Photo 12 | High Fidelity, Columbia College, 2018. Photo by Claire McConnell.
Photo 13 | Chicago, Auburn University, 2018. Photo by Bob Sanders.
Photo 14 | Next to Normal, Musical Theatre Repertory at USC, 2018. Photo by Austin Dalgleish.
Photo 15 | West Side Story, University of Southern California, 2018. Photo by Craig Schwartz.
Photo 16 | Crazy For You, Baylor University, 2017. Photo courtesy of Baylor University.
Photo 17 | The Wizard of Oz, Binghamton University, 2017. Photo by Barb Wolfe.
Photo 18 | Lysistrata Jones, Shenandoah University, 2018. Photo courtesy of Shenandoah University.
Photo 19 | Hair, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, 2018. Photo by Jason Speer.
Photo 20 | Mass, San Diego State University, 2018. Photo by Ken Jacques.
Photo 21 | Guys & Dolls, Western Kentucky University, 2018. Photo courtesy of Western Kentucky University.
Photo 22 | Spring Awakening, Nazareth College of Rochester, 2018. Photo courtesy of Nazareth College.
Photo 23 | Big Fish, The Biz - Escola de Artes (Brazil), 2018. Photo courtesy of André Gress.
Photo 24 | Full Monty, San Diego State University, 2017. Photo courtesy of San Diego State University.
Photo 25 | Guys & Dolls, Binghamton University, 2017. Photo by Marcus Newton.
Photo 26 | Hair, Musical! The School (Italy), 2018. Photo by Matteo Gatto.]
Photo 27 | Hair, Musical! The School (Italy), 2018. Photo by Matteo Gatto.
Photo 28 | Hair, Musical! The School (Italy), 2018. Photo by Matteo Gatto.

BERNARDA ALBA | 2018
Bernarda Alba
Directed by Julia Listengarten
Music Directed by Kelly A. Miller
Choreographed by Earl D. Weaver
Photo byTony Firriolo
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resulting from any ideas contained in these pages. Individual authors were responsible for obtaining the necessary
permission to reproduce copyright material from other sources. The material in this journal cannot be reprinted
without permission from the Publisher/Author(s).
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